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Relativistic effects, having far reaching consequences for advancing our fundamental understanding of the nature, have so far mostly played an academic role in solid-state systems. For example, electrons moving in atomic orbitals close to the speed of light acquire a relativistic shift in energy via the so-called spin-orbit interaction (SOI). More recently, the ability to engineer this relativistic SOI in magnetic system, has shown potential to extend the reach of relativity into technological applications by providing an energy-efficient electrical knob to control magnetic order via torques, now referred to as the spin-orbit torques (SOT). In this dissertation, this “spin-orbitronic” control of magnets interfaced with heavy elements, which in turn possess a high SOI, is presented. Starting from a symmetry-based phenomenology, the role of reduced symmetries leading to the identification of two flavors of SOT: current-induced and
voltage-induced is highlighted. Focusing first on magnetic-memory-type applications, theoretical proposal and experimental demonstration of new SOT resulting from breaking additional lateral structural symmetry is then presented, which allows for the removal of power hungry external magnetic fields for switching magnets. Subsequently, the required switching currents are reduced by nearly three orders of magnitude via demonstration of extremely efficient SOT in topological insulator-based magnets with engineered inversion asymmetry. Next, motivated by going beyond memory applications, the role of SOT to create and manipulate magnetic solitons, i.e. particle-like magnetic configurations capable of storing and transporting non-volatile information is presented. This includes: (a) experimental demonstration of a scheme for current-induced creation and manipulation of such solitons utilizing inhomogeneous SOT, (b) theoretical possibility of manipulating these solitons via more energy efficient electric-field-induced SOT. Finally, excitation of magnetization dynamics in insulating magnets, for transporting information by Joule heating free “pure spin currents”, is of particular importance for low power requirement. Consequently, an optical scheme demonstrating current-induced SOT in insulating magnets is developed, followed by a proof of principle demonstration of motion of solitons via these pure spin currents.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Paradigm shift in information processing: Towards “greener” technology

The discovery of transistor [1] and the ability to pack them on a single functional chip, i.e. an integrated circuit [2], are considered as epochal events in the history of human civilization, kick-starting the so-called “silicon age”. From then onwards the race has been towards packing more and more transistors on a single chip following a simple scaling rule [3]. This scaling rule has continuously increased the computational power, by roughly doubling the number of transistors per square inch of an integrated circuit (popularly referred to as the Moore’s law [4]), and shrunk the size of information processing devices. These devices have now become an integral part of our lives, essential for computation, communication, and even entertainment needs.

At the same time, this never-ending demand for increased computing power, along with the rise in the number of computational devices, is slowly turning out to be a major source of energy wastage, demanding a shift towards the need for energy efficient computational devices, referred to as the “Green information technology”. For example, currently, the developed countries spend about 5% of total electricity on information technology and are projected to reach the 20% mark by 2020. The CPU power density of a Pentium chip with a billion or more transistors is rapidly approaching that of a nuclear reactor with current values of 100 W/cm$^2$ (see Fig. 1.1, taken from Ref. [5]). One of the major culprits for this consumption are the Data centers, whose demands will only increase, unfortunately following its own “energy-wastage Moore’s law”, in today’s “big data” era. Another major shift seen by information processing industry is the emergence of mobile devices: smart-phones, tablets, computing watches and glasses. The
number of global users of mobile devices has already surpassed that of desktops in the year of 2014. The single most important issue faced by these mobile devices is the short battery-life, also having its origin in power hungry devices.

In conclusion, there is an immediate need to find low energy consumption devices that could potentially keep up with this paradigm shift towards Greener technology. In this thesis, motivated by this grand challenge we evaluate magnetic devices exploiting a, seemingly unrelated, relativistic effect for the possibility of making energy efficient devices. One could guess from the fact that since the author is not a CEO of a multi-million dollar establishment (at least not at the time of writing), we haven’t “solved” this issue in this thesis. However, the scope of the thesis is to show the promise of the approach and, along the way, discover fundamentally new phenomenon that could potentially be used in the future greener devices. In the next section, we highlight why magnet-based devices could meet the demand for a low energy computing device which has, in the recent past, opened a burgeoning field called spintronics [6].

Fig. 1.1 As the CMOS transistor is scaled down, the loss of electrostatic control of the gate translates into a drastic increase of the dissipated static power density. The scaling trend shows how static power has become a major component into the total dissipated power for current technology nodes. This is one of
the motivations for non-volatile electronics: Alleviating the static power dissipation problem and allowing for instant-on electronics (Taken from Ref. [5]).

### 1.2 Spintronics: promise of magnets for greener technology

The major issue with today’s transistors is that, although, they are pretty efficient when they are doing the computation, utilizing about 1femto-Joule (fJ) of energy per switch (referred to as the dynamic power), they end up wasting about the same or even more energy when they are dormant (referred to as the static power). This problem is compounded as the transistors are scaled to smaller dimensions (see Fig. 1.1). The basic reason behind the issue, as explained next, is that transistors are charge-based devices which start leaking in the dormant state. In its most simplistic form, a transistor is a voltage-controlled switch comprising of three terminals, namely, (i) source (ii) drain and a (iii) gate. To turn the switch “ON”, a voltage, $V$, is applied at the gate terminal increasing transistors ability to conduct between source and drain, while to turn the transistor “OFF” this voltage is removed. Consequently, during this dynamic cycle, charges are drawn from the power source, stored in the capacitor components of transistor and discarded to the ground terminal, burning $CV^2/2$ dynamic energy, where $C$ is the value of capacitance. Thus, in order to reduce this dynamic power transistor can be simply scaled down reducing its capacitance and operation voltage. However, as the transistor is scaled to few tens of nm size, several non-idealities start to kick in [7]. One of these non-idealities being: leakage of charge over time, both, through the thinner gate oxide, and between source and drain resulting in an “OFF” state leakage current. This leakage current, in turn, results in the increased static power due to increased Joule heating. Moreover, this leakage leads to leaking of information when power is turned off making these devices typically volatile. Thus, if devices can be constructed using variables different from charges, which remain stable for few years, one can completely
shut-off the static power resulting in energy-efficient devices. Magnet-based memory, like hard-disks, using the spin-state of electron to store information (as opposed to charge), have been utilized for quite a few time for storing information for several years, making them natural candidates suited for this task.

Spintronics is an active and growing area of research and development (R&D) where this spin degree of freedom is electrically controlled to engineer devices for computation, sensing and storage. In Spintronics, the information is coded in the orientation of a collection of spins. This particular spin configuration is fixed at a local minimum of a designed energy landscape. The “leakage” of information is then described by change of spin configuration to another local minimum caused by thermal fluctuations-induced escape over a barrier (see Fig. 1.2, left panel). For magnets, it is very easy to design an energy barrier of $\sim 40 k_B T$ [8], where $k_B$ and $T$ are the Boltzman’s constant and operation temperature respectively, corresponding to an escape rate of tens of years at room temperature. This is basically why information stored in magnets is considered “non-volatile”.

![Fig. 1.2 (Left panel)](image)
Nonvolatility of a typical spintronic bit: Information stored in particular orientation of spins (shown by arrows) constitute bit “1” or “0”. An energy barrier separates these two configurations whose height can be made sufficiently large to guard information from thermal fluctuations at room temperature. **(Right panel)** A spintronic device showing a magnet based region controlled and read via electrical contacts. The transmutation of electrical to magnetic degrees of freedom is the most power
hungry step in current devices making dynamic power of spintronic devices larger than that of charge-based counterparts.

If the standby power of spintronic devices is zero then a natural question arises that what is stopping us from making spintronic devices? One of the major reasons is the high dynamic power. In spintronic devices (different from charge based devices), during the computation cycle, transmutation of electrical to magnetic energy needs to take place in order to interface the magnets with electrical inputs and outputs (see Fig. 1.2, right panel). The dynamic power requirement for this electric control of magnets is one of the major bottlenecks of present day spintronic devices and an area attracting rigorous research activity. For example, the dynamic energy required to perform one operation for a typical magnet-based device using a popular mechanism for electric control of magnets, referred to as spin-transfer-torque from polarizers (see next section), is \( \sim 10^{-13} \) Joules [9] as compared to \( \sim 10^{-15} \) Joules for a transistor. Moreover, when compared to the energy barrier of \( \sim 40 \, k_B T \sim 10^{-18} \) Joules, for storage of roughly 10 years, there exists a gap of about five orders of magnitude that could potentially be closed, providing the motivation for most ongoing activities in this field. In the next section, we provide a brief review of some of the mechanisms employed for achieving the sought electric control of magnets.

### 1.3 Electrical control of magnets: mechanisms

The fundamental property storing information in the magnetic devices is the spin of the electron. Spin is, in turn, a quantum mechanical form of angular momentum inherent to electrons, which below a critical temperature develops a net non-zero magnitude when atoms are brought together to form a magnetic material. Thus, broadly speaking, to manipulate information stored
in spins two possible routes have been explored: (a) modifying the critical temperature and (b) exchange angular momentum with the magnets, applying a torque on them. The various mechanisms explored so far to achieve task (a) and (b) *electrically* are summarized in Fig. 1.3 and are described below:

![Electrical control of magnets diagram]

**Fig. 1.3 Strategies for electrical control of magnets**

*Electric-field-controlled Curie temperature*: The idea to mimic the success seen by doping of semiconductors to control their conductivity resulted in the discovery of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) [10]. It was demonstrated that a magnetic-semiconductor material system can be “cooked” up by the introduction of dilute magnetic impurities in a host non-magnetic semiconductor. This marriage of semiconductors with magnets allowed to take advantage of the skill set already developed to control semiconductors electrically. In particular, it was shown that by varying the concentration of carriers via an external electrical “gate” the Curie temperature
could be modified, thus providing a method to control magnetism electrically [11]. One mechanism proposed for this phenomenon is that the exchange interaction between the magnetic dopants is mediated by the carriers [12]. The Curie temperature is set by the strength of this exchange interaction which, in turn, depends on the concentration of carriers. Thus, via controlling the carrier concentration by a gate, the strength of exchange interaction between the magnetic dopants, and hence, the Curie temperature can be controlled. A thorough discussion of the mechanisms resulting in this electrical control is beyond the scope of this thesis and a matter of current research (interested readers are directed to Ref. [13] [14] for a review). Furthermore, electric control of Curie temperatures has been predicted [15] and demonstrated [16] even for metallic thin films.

The advantage of this method is that the use of electric fields for control of magnets allow for dynamic power comparable to CMOS transistors (which are also field controlled devices), however, the major challenge remaining for quite some time now has been to bring the operating temperature of DMS to the room temperature.

*Spin transfer torque* (STT): A method to electrically exchange angular momentum with a magnet is to transfer the angular momentum to it from another magnet. This method was first theorized by Slonczewski and Berger [17] [18] and subsequently experimentally demonstrated by [19-21]. This is achieved by making a ferromagnet(FL)/non-ferromagnet/ferromagnet(PL) sandwich structure (Fig.1.4). When the non-ferromagnet is a metal (insulator) the structure is called a spin-valve (magnetic-tunnel junction) [22]. One of the ferromagnets, PL, acts as a polarizer pinned along a certain direction by either making it thicker or using exchange bias [23], while the other ferromagnet, FL, is free to orient in any direction. When an unpolarized electrical current (composed of equal number of “up” and “down” spins) is passed through this sandwich structure,
it first gets spin-polarized by the PL and subsequently transfer this acquired polarization to the free layer applying a torque on the FL, thus providing the electrical control of the magnet.

Fig. 1.4 (Left panel) Angular momentum transfer from a pinned layer (PL) to a free layer (FL). These layers separated by a barrier forms the basic element of a magnetic tunnel junction. Current passed through such a stack becomes spin polarized by PL which transfers angular momentum to FL (Right panel) Illustration of spin-transfer-torque: Spin filtering action of a single free layer for non-collinear spin injection. Magnet transmits spins collinear to the magnetization (\(\mathbf{m}\)) absorbing the transverse component (\(s_\perp\)) and resulting in a torque (\(\tau\)).

This spin transfer torque can, in turn, be motivated by a simple picture depicted in Fig. 1.4 (right panel). When a spin-polarized current passing through a magnet has its spin oriented at some angle \(\theta\) with respect to the magnetization direction, only the components parallel to the magnetization is passed through the magnet. Consequently, the angular momentum of the electrons before and after “scattering-off” the magnet is not the same. The component perpendicular to the magnetization is said to be absorbed by the magnet resulting in a STT.
Quantitatively, STT is proportional to the product of current density, \( J \), and effective polarization \( P < 1 \), acquired during the filtering of current provided by the polarizing PL. The advantage of the method is that, being dependent on the current density, the critical currents required to perform a dynamic switch scales down with the area of the device. However, the energy required to perform this switching for typical nm-sized samples, having a retention time of few years, is \(~0.1\) pico-Joules. One of the primary reasons being the critical current, with polarization limited to 1, is high. To overcome these challenges, recently, a completely new method of transferring angular momentum has been discovered, termed spin-orbitronics, which we describe next.

## 1.4 Spin-orbitronics

*The contents of this and next section are adapted from work originally published as a chapter in Ref. [24]*

Angular momentum associated with the orbital degrees of freedom provides yet another source which can be used to apply torque on the magnets. Thus if a method can be devised to couple the orbital motion (which is controlled electrically) with the spin degrees of freedom, angular momentum can be exchanged with magnets electrically applying new kind of torques, referred to as the spin-orbit torques (SOT). In particular, the advantage of this way of applying torques over STT from a polarizing layer is that the efficiency of the former is not limited by \( P < 1 \) and can thus reduce critical currents and dynamic power. This spin-orbit torque is at the heart of the effects discussed in this thesis, whose origin we discuss in details next.

### 1.4.1 Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) as the coupling mechanism

Spin-orbit interaction, describing the coupling between the orbital and spin degrees of freedom provides yet another avenue to control magnetism electrically. Fundamentally, spin-
orbit interaction is a relativistic effect as explained in the following. The relativistic equation describing electrons in an atom (see Fig. 1.5) is the well-known Dirac equation, which when approximated up to second order in \( \nu/c \) (with \( \nu \) and \( c \) being the electron’s velocity and the speed of light), generates (amongst others) the following Pauli spin-orbit coupling term [25]:

\[
H_{SO} = -\frac{\hbar}{2m_0c^2} \sigma \cdot p \times \nabla V_0 .
\] (1.1)

Here \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck’s constant, \( m_0 \) is the electron’s mass, \( \sigma \) is the Pauli spin matrix vector, \( p \) is the momentum operator and \( V_0 \) is the atomic potential. Typically, this relativistic effect is more important for the core electrons, which are closer to the nucleus and are thus moving at much higher velocities. Similarly, the heavier elements have a larger spin-orbit coupling. In a crystal, the valence electrons move in a periodic “pseudopotential”, i.e. the atomic potential, due to a periodic arrangement of nuclei, renormalized by the core electrons. In this case, these valence electrons are described by the so called Bloch bands and the effect of spin-orbit coupling, entering through the pseudopotential, is conveniently parameterized by a material dependent effective parameter, which can be obtained from the bandstructure [25]. The consequence of a spin-orbit term is that the orbital degrees of freedom, which can be controlled electrically, become coupled to the spin-degrees of freedom, which in turn can interact with magnetic order, and hence provide the sought mechanism for electric control of magnetism.
1.4.2 Marrying SOI with magnets: material systems

Although the effect of spin-orbit interaction on electrical transport was known for quite a while [26], the recent increased interest in spin-orbitronics has been triggered by the ability to engineer high spin-orbit interaction into magnetic system. Typical magnets, being light, possess a weak intrinsic spin-orbit coupling. On the other hand, as was mentioned in the previous section, high spin-orbit interaction requires presence of heavy elements. Thus two possible routes exist to achieve the marriage of magnets with spin-orbit interaction: (Fig.1.6) : (a) interfacing magnetic thin films with heavy-metal system [27], like Platinum, Tantalum, Tungsten and Bismuth doped Copper (b) Magnetically doping materials having intrinsically high spin-orbit coupling for example Cr-doped Bismuth selenide compounds [28] and Manganese doped Gallium Arsenide [29]. As will be explained in the next section, to observe non-trivial effects arising from spin-orbit interaction in magnets, it is also important to break certain structural symmetries. For thin-film interfaces (i.e. (a)) this is achieved by growing asymmetric interfaces, while for magnetically doped systems either asymmetric doping profile may be used, for example doping Cr on one side of Bismuth Selenide compound [28] or the host material itself might lack some
structural symmetries, like absence of inversion in GaAs [29]. In this thesis we will focus on both of these strategies. Before diving into the details of spin-orbitronic control studied here, we briefly mention the new possibilities opened up by this ability to engineer SOI in magnets.

Fig. 1.6 Material system for introducing high SOI in magnets: (left panel) thin magnetic films interfaced with heavy metals. Thickness $t$ is small enough such that interface properties dominate. SOI is introduced by presence of heavy metals. (right panel) Magnetic impurities are doped into a host heavy element material. In both structures structural symmetry is broken along the indicated axis.

1.4.3 New opportunities

The marriage of SOI and magnets has resulted in almost a revolution of new fundamental discoveries (amazingly all within the lifetime of this PhD), including giant spin-orbit torques in heavy metal/metalsic ferromagnet interfaces [30, 31] and topological insulators [28, 32], switching of magnets and efficient motion of domain walls using SOTs [33, 34]. This has not only provided a pathway to improve upon the efficiency of STT from polarizers, as discussed above, but opened up opportunities that were not possible before (see Fig 1.7). For example, heavy elements can be interfaced not only with metallic magnets but with magnetic insulators as
well. This has provided an efficient method to electrically excite and detect spin waves and magnons for joule heating free transport of spin information [35], a field dubbed as magnonics [36]. On another front magnetic doping of a new class of materials called topological insulators (which themselves owe their experimental existence to SOI) has resulted in the observation of truly dissipationless transport of charge current in the absence of magnetic fields, referred to as the Quantum Anomalous Hall effect [37], prompting a field called topotronics [38]. Furthermore, SOI has shown to stabilize magnetic structures with non-trivial topology, known as skyrmions, which could provide new stable objects for performing memory and logic applications for skyrmionics [39].

Fig. 1.7 Some novel fields enabled by spin-orbit interaction.
1.5 Role of symmetries and types of SOT

The presence of spin-orbit interaction is necessary but not sufficient to induce a net non-zero spin-orbit torque. The other critical requirement is to break some structural symmetries. In fact, without invoking any particular microscopic mechanism, purely based on symmetry considerations one can “derive” and thus predict the role of spin-orbit interaction in controlling magnets. This symmetry-based phenomenological approach is not unique to spin-orbitronics and was championed by the famous Russian physicist Lev Landau in developing his theory for phase transitions [40]. The biggest advantage of such an approach is that it provides a general framework, applicable to any microscopic mechanism, for deriving and or predicting non-trivial effects induced by spin-orbit interaction. In this thesis we adopt this method to analyze and predict novel spin-orbitronic effects which were measured directly by experiments. In what follows, we derive equation of motion of magnets in presence of spin-orbit interaction, both, in and absence of electrical signals. This treatment, on the one hand, serves the purpose of introducing all the effects that will be discussed in the subsequent chapters in a unified fashion, while on the other, highlights the connection between symmetry breaking and spin-orbit torques.

All spin-orbitronic devices discussed here work below the Curie temperature, where the magnitude fluctuations in the magnetization are suppressed and the information is stored in the orientation of magnetization. The equation of motion conserving the magnitude of magnetization can then be written within the Landau Lifshitz Gilbert (LLG) phenomenology as [41, 42]:

$$\partial_t \mathbf{m} = -\gamma \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{m}, I, V) + \alpha \mathbf{m} \times \partial_t \mathbf{m}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

Here, $\alpha$ is the Gilbert damping parameter, $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio and $\mathbf{m}$ is a unit vector oriented along the magnetization. The effective field $\mathbf{H}(\mathbf{m}, I, V) \equiv \mathbf{H}_m + \mathbf{H}_I + \mathbf{H}_V$ includes the following contributions: $\mathbf{H}_I$ and $\mathbf{H}_V$ represent the electrically controlled terms allowed via spin-
orbit interaction, while $H_m$ represents the sum of externally applied and the internal effective magnetic fields, which in its minimalistic form is derived from exchange, dipolar and crystalline anisotropy energy. The crystalline anisotropy energy is the first example of a term that arises due to spin orbit interaction. Intuitively, in the presence of spin-orbit interaction the magnetization, i.e the spin degrees of freedom, becomes “aware” of the crystalline structure, i.e the orbital degrees of freedom, and hence prefers to orient along certain crystalline axis, known as the easy axis. In this sense, even in the absence of any electrical control, spin-orbit interaction influences the orientation of magnetization. In fact, for computational devices this crystalline anisotropy term is crucial, as by restricting the magnetization to point in opposite directions along the easy axis, the information becomes binary. Moreover, the barrier to overcome the anisotropy energy makes this information non-volatile.

To arrive at the form of allowed terms in $H_I$ and $H_V$ one can either start from the microscopic picture or utilize the symmetry principle. In the following we adopt the latter approach which states that the equation of motion should remain invariant under the transformations which respect the symmetry of the system under consideration. The typical symmetries of the devices discussed here are (see Figure 1.6):

(a) Rotation invariance about the growth axis (chosen to be oriented along the z-axis): the hetero-structures considered here are typically amorphous or polycrystalline films, thus having no favored direction in the film plane.

(b) Mirror symmetry: In all devices the mirror symmetry about the x-y plane is broken intentionally by having different material environment on top and bottom of the ferromagnet, leaving the structure mirror symmetric only about the y-z and x-z plane. In chapter 2 we will
also break the mirror symmetry about the x-z plane to introduce additional useful spin-orbit terms.

Imposing the above mentioned symmetries on the equation of motion and knowing that magnetization transforms as a pseudo-vector, the leading order terms allowed in $H_I$ and $H_V$ can be written as (some of the terms appearing at the same order as below are suppressed for simplicity, interested readers are referred to the Ref.[43, 44]):

$$H_I = H_{DL} m \times (z \times i) + H_{FL} (z \times i) ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3) \\
$$H_V = H_E m_z z .$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

Here, $i$ and $z$ are the unit vectors along the current and the normal to the film plane, respectively. The $H_I$ terms and corresponding torques, i.e. $m \times H_I$, are known as the current-induced spin-orbit fields and spin-orbit torques, respectively. The first term on the right hand side of $H_I$ is known as the damping (or anti-damping)-like term, owing to its non-conservative nature with the corresponding torque changing sign under time reversal. While the second term is referred to as the field-like term, due to its conservative nature with the corresponding torque preserving sign under time reversal. The strengths of the damping-like and the field-like terms is in turn parameterized by $H_{DL}$ and $H_{FL}$. Microscopically, two primary effects are typically associated with the spin-orbit torques: the so called spin-Hall effect [26] and Rashba/Edelstein effect[45, 46]. The spin-Hall effect is the flow of spin current transverse to charge current which in the diffusive metal systems arises due to inequivalent scattering of up and down spin electrons in the presence of spin-orbit interaction. This spin current can then interact with the magnetization and thus apply torque on it. While, the Rashba/Edelstein effect is an interfacial effect where, due to change in the bandstructure at the interface, large internal electric fields are typically present. These electric fields via spin-orbit interaction in turn lead to a net spin polarization which upon
interacting with the magnetization can also result in the above mentioned spin orbit torques. It is important to note that the current-induced spin-orbit torques vanish, even in the presence of spin orbit interaction, if all the mirror-symmetries are present.

Similarly, the $H_V$ terms and corresponding torques, i.e. $\mathbf{m} \times H_V$, are the voltage-induced fields and torques. Microscopically one phenomenon responsible for the voltage torques is the so called voltage control of magnetic anisotropy (VCMA) [47]. As was mentioned above, the magnetic anisotropies arise due to spin-orbit interaction, which are sensitive to electric field due to charging effect at the interface. As a result, the magnetic anisotropies can be tuned via application of gate-voltage, which in turn reorients magnetization by application of voltage-induced torques. Other possibilities include magneto-ionic effects [48] and strain-induced anisotropies[49].

So far, we have concentrated on terms uniform in magnetization, relaxing this constraint allows for additional spin-orbit-induced terms proportional to the gradients in magnetization. One such term which is gaining increased attention and will be of subject in chapter 3 is known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [50, 51] : $H_{DMI}$. Motivated by available experimental data, we will restrict our discussion here to equilibrium DMI, i.e. neglecting its current and voltage dependence. In this case, $H_{DMI}$ adds to $H_m$ according to our scheme defined above and following the symmetry-based phenomenology its form is restricted to:

$$H_{DMI} = D(\partial_x m_z \hat{x} + \partial_y m_z \hat{y} - \partial_x m_x \hat{z} - \partial_y m_y \hat{z}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

Here $D$ represents the strength of DMI interaction which depends on SOI. This form of DMI is also known as interfacial DMI, as it occurs at the breaking of mirror symmetry at the interface. Other forms of DMI, such as due to breaking of inversion in bulk have also been observed but will not be of importance here. The role of DMI is to encourage textured magnetization.
structures (since it favors gradient in magnetization) of a particular handedness, known as chiral structures (see chapter 3 for details). The handedness or chirality is, in turn, dependent on the material specific sign of $D$.

Based on these allowed terms, a basic general element of a spin-orbitronic device that will be common to the following chapters would look like the schematic shown in Fig. 1.8. Information can be stored in the orientation of magnetization, which can either be uniform or textured, manipulated by a current (passing laterally) -induced SOT and/or a voltage (applied via a gated structure)-induced SOT.

Fig. 1.8 A general schematic of spin-orbitronic devices discussed here. A magnet (middle layer) interfaced with heavy materials to have high SOI, resulting in following SOT: a lateral current-induced and or a top gate voltage-induced. The magnetic configuration manipulated could either be uniform or a soliton (which can, in turn, be induced by DMI part of SOI).
CHAPTER 2: Magnetization switching by Spin Orbit Torque

The content of this chapter is adapted from work originally published in Ref. [28, 43]

2.1 Motivation

In this chapter, we focus on the switching of magnets via spin orbit torques (SOT). This is particularly relevant for memory applications, where a “0” or “1” is stored in the orientation of magnets, which can be electrically written by SOT. Such SOTs have been used to realize current-induced magnetization switching [30, 31] in recent experiments. Typical heterostructures exhibiting SOTs consist of a ferromagnet (F) with a heavy nonmagnetic metal (NM) having strong spin-orbit coupling on one side and an insulator (I) on the other side (referred to as NM/F/I structures, shown schematically in Fig. 2.1, which break mirror symmetry in the growth direction). In terms of device applications, the use of SOTs in NM/F/I structures allows for a significantly lower write-current compared to regular spin-transfer-torque (STT) devices, greatly improving energy efficiency and scalability for new SOT-based magnetic random access memory (SOT-MRAM) [31], going beyond state-of-the-art STT-MRAM. However, two major challenges still remain in terms of dynamic power requirements: (a) undesirable external magnetic fields, which increase critical switching currents for a given thermal stability, are required to assist switching of high density perpendicular magnets and (b) the current level is still required to be brought down further for dynamic power to be comparable to the transistor. In this chapter, motivated by these challenges, we engineer device structures and material systems giving rise to novel form of SOT. Specifically, for mitigating (a) we break additional lateral
symmetries achieving switching in the absence of external magnetic fields, while for (b) we discover a new material system based on so called topological insulators and demonstrate reduction of the critical current by about three orders of magnitude.

Fig. 2.1 The experimental structure: A ferromagnet, F, sandwiched between a normal metal, NM, (which typically have a heavy element) and an insulator, I. In the next section the insulator is formed by oxidizing the normal metal (oxygen shown schematically by blue circles), which can be controlled to control the strength of out-of-growth-plane anisotropy (indicated by arrows in the ferromagnetic layer).

2.2 External magnetic field free switching

We begin by looking at the strategy to remove external magnetic fields for SOT-induced switching. We present a new NM/F/I structure, which provides a novel spin-orbit torque, resulting in zero-field current-induced switching of perpendicular magnetization. Our device consists of a stack of Ta/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$ layers that also has a structural mirror asymmetry along the in-plane direction. The lateral structural asymmetry, in effect, replaces the role of the external in-plane magnetic field. We present experimental results on current-induced SOT switching of perpendicular magnetization without applied magnetic fields. We also present a symmetry-based analysis of SOT interactions and show that this type of bias-field-free switching originates from the lateral symmetry-breaking of the device, giving rise to a new field-like torque upon application of an in-plane current.
2.2.1 Lateral symmetry breaking-induced novel SOT

As was shown in section 1.5, the current-induced SOT terms, which are physically allowed for a particular device structure, can be determined based on their symmetry properties. Hence, symmetry arguments provide a powerful tool in designing magnetic material and device structures to realize particular switching characteristics. Figure 2.2 schematically illustrates how lateral symmetry-breaking in the device can give rise to current-induced switching of perpendicular magnetization. The coordinate system is chosen such that the $z$-axis is fixed along the growth direction, and the current is applied along the $x$-axis. The figure depicts the following scenarios.
Fig. 2.2 Schematics of mirror symmetry and current-induced effective fields corresponding to spin-orbit torques (SOTs). 

**a,** Effective fields induced by current and absence of deterministic switching in a perpendicular magnetic structure symmetric about the $xz$ plane, as same direction of current favors states with magnetization pointing up as well as down. The in-plane effective fields ($H_{y}^{FL}$ and $H_{y}^{DL}$) are permitted due to the structural inversion asymmetry along the $z$-axis. The blue arrows indicate the $H_{y}^{FL}$ and $H_{y}^{DL}$ and their mirror reflections $H_{y}^{FL'}$ and $H_{y}^{DL'}$ with respect to the $xz$ plane. It is important to note the
difference between an external field $\mathbf{H}_{ap}$ and the damping-like field $\mathbf{H}_{y}^{DL}$; the latter does not break the mirror symmetry about the $xz$ plane as it depends on $\mathbf{m}$ and changes sign when magnetization is reversed, however, the former does break the aforementioned symmetry (see b). b, Symmetry with respect to the $xz$ plane is broken by applying an external magnetic field ($\mathbf{H}_{ap}$) along the $x$-direction. By fixing the direction of $\mathbf{H}_{ap}$ (either positive or negative with respect to the $x$-axis), a unique perpendicular magnetization state can be chosen. c, The new perpendicular effective field ($\mathbf{H}_{z}^{FL}$) induced by the laterally asymmetric structure, and its mirror image ($\mathbf{H}_{z}^{FL'}$). The presence of the new perpendicular effective field, induced by the lateral symmetry-breaking, uniquely determines the $z$-component of the magnetization for a particular direction of current, thereby allowing deterministic switching without external magnetic fields. d, Schematic representation of the ferromagnet/oxide interface, illustrating its non-uniform oxygen content. The resulting non-uniform charge distribution may produce in-plane electric-fields ($\mathbf{E}$) along the interface, which in turn can contribute to the observed zero field $\mathbf{H}_{z}^{FL}$. Red spheres indicate oxygen atoms and perpendicular pink arrows correspond to the PMA in the magnetic layer.

(i) **Mirror symmetry-breaking along z-axis only**: Figure 2.2a depicts the case where mirror symmetry is broken only along the $z$-axis (*i.e.* preserving mirror symmetries along the $x$- and $y$-axes similarly to previous works [52]) in the absence of external magnetic fields. In this case, the symmetry breaking results in current-induced SOTs, which, to quadratic order in $\mathbf{m}$, consist of a field-like (FL) term $\mathbf{T}_{c}^{FL} = \gamma \mathbf{H}_{y}^{FL} \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y}$ and a damping-like (DL) term $\mathbf{T}_{c}^{DL} = \gamma \mathbf{H}_{y}^{DL} \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y}$. (Notation-wise, different from section 1.5, we have added a subscript $y$ here in order to distinguish this term from a new spin-orbit field due to additional lateral symmetry breaking, as discussed below). Here, $\mathbf{m}$ denotes a unit vector along the magnetization direction. Equivalently, these torques can be expressed in terms of effective magnetic fields, namely $\mathbf{H}_{y}^{FL} = \mathbf{H}_{y}^{FL} \mathbf{y}$ and $\mathbf{H}_{y}^{DL} = \mathbf{H}_{y}^{DL} \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y}$ (depicted in Fig. 2.2), with $\mathbf{H}_{y}^{FL}$ and $\mathbf{H}_{y}^{DL}$ representing the current-dependent
proportionality constants for each term. In this case, the absence of deterministic perpendicular magnetization switching can be understood by performing a mirror reflection with respect to the \(xz\)-plane on the state with perpendicular magnetization component \(M_z > 0\), as illustrated in Fig. 2.2a. Under such a transformation, the direction of the current density \(J\) is unaltered. However, magnetization (being a pseudo-vector) reverses the direction of its components that is parallel to the \(xz\)-plane, resulting in an equilibrium state with \(M_z < 0\) in the mirror state. Consequently, if a particular direction of current allows an equilibrium magnetization state with a positive \(z\) component, \(i.e.\ M_z > 0\), the same direction of current should also favor a state with \(M_z < 0\).

Therefore, a given current direction does not favor a unique perpendicular magnetization orientation, and no deterministic switching is obtained. This argument suggests that in order to achieve current-induced switching of perpendicular magnetization, the mirror symmetry with respect to the \(xz\)-plane also has to be broken. This has been achieved in previous works using an external magnetic field \(H_{ap}\) [53] [54] along the current direction, as depicted in Fig. 2.2b. The mirror transformation in this case also reverses the external magnetic field direction. Thus, by fixing the direction of the external field along the current, the symmetry between magnetic states with opposite \(z\)-components of magnetization is broken, allowing for a unique magnetic state. (For the case shown, a positive/negative external field favors the state with positive/negative \(M_z\)).

Formally, such a scenario has also been explained by solving for the equilibrium magnetization orientation in the presence of SOTs within a single-domain model [54].

(ii) **Mirror symmetry-breaking along both \(z\)- and \(y\)-axes**: when the mirror symmetry along the \(y\)-axis is also broken, a particular direction of current can uniquely determine the \(z\)-component of magnetization. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.2c, where the structural asymmetry along the \(y\)-axis consists of a varying thickness (\(i.e.\) wedge shape) of the insulating layer along
this axis. The mirror transformation in this case reverses both the direction of $M_z$ and the
direction of $J$ (with respect to the wedge), hence associating each current direction with a unique
orientation of $M_z$. In this sense, breaking structural inversion symmetry along the lateral direction
can replace the role of the external bias field. This fact is also reflected in the form of the allowed
current-induced SOT terms. Using a symmetry-based phenomenology\cite{55}, similar to section 1.5,
the current-induced SOT terms (up to quadratic order in $m$) arising due to mirror asymmetry
along both the $y$- and $z$-axes are given by,

$$ T_{SOT} = \gamma H_{FL}^y m \times y + \gamma H_{DL}^y m \times y + \gamma H_{FL}^z m \times z + \gamma H_{DL}^z m \times z. \tag{2.1} $$

In the last two terms of Eq. (1), $H_{FL}^y$ and $H_{DL}^y$ parameterize the strengths of the current-induced
effective fields arising from the additional inversion asymmetry, respectively representing the
new FL and DL SOT terms. The new FL term gives rise to a current-induced effective field $H_{FL}^y$
along the $z$-axis (depicted in Fig. 2.2c) and can thus facilitate current-induced deterministic
switching of perpendicular magnetization in the absence of an external magnetic field\cite{56}. In the
following, we provide an experimental demonstration of this new SOT-induced perpendicular
effective field and switching.

### 2.2.2 Experimental demonstration

Experiments were carried out on sputter-deposited Ta(5.0 nm)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$(1.0
nm)/TaO$_x$(wedge) films. The top oxide layer was formed by first depositing a Ta film, the
thickness of which was varied across the wafer, as shown in Fig. 2.3a. The TaO$_x$ was then
formed by exposing the sample to a radio-frequency O$_2$/Ar plasma to create a Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$
interface. Due to the variation of the top Ta-layer thickness, the thickness of the resulting oxide
as well as the oxygen content at the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$ interface change continuously across the
wafer. The film was then patterned into an array of Hall bars, the structure of which is shown in
Figs. 2.3a and 2.3b. The transverse direction of the Hall bars (i.e. the y-axis) is along the TaO$_x$ wedge, as shown in Fig. 2.3a, breaking the mirror symmetry with respect to the xz-plane. Thus, the application of a current along the Hall bars is expected to produce an out-of-plane effective magnetic field, based on the symmetry arguments discussed above.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 2.3 Device geometry and magnetic perpendicular anisotropy. a, Procedure for growth and patterning of the devices. The Ta layer on top of the CoFeB film was deposited with a varying thickness across the wafer, resulting in a wedge shape. After the O$_2$/Ar plasma oxidation and annealing, nonuniform perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was realized. b, Structure of one device in the array (10 μm scale bar) and the measurement configuration. Each individual device is designed to have a lateral asymmetry due to the wedge in the TaO$_x$. c, Effective perpendicular anisotropy field ($H_k$) as a function of position/thickness of the devices. Due to the nonuniform oxidation at the interface, which depends on the thickness of the
initially deposited Ta, a non-monotonic distribution of $H_k$ is obtained. Notice that the variation of $H_k$ with respect to position ($dH_k/dy$) can be positive or negative, depending on the device location along the wedge.

d, Perpendicular magnetization of Ta/CoFeB/TaO$_x$ measured by extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) for the devices. A good correlation is found between the out-of-plane coercivity and $H_k$, obtaining a maximum coercivity near the peak of the distribution of $H_k$ as a function of position.

The devices were characterized using extraordinary Hall effect (EHE) measurements, as shown in Fig. 2.3b. The effective perpendicular anisotropy field ($H_k$) of the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$ layer (in the absence of current-induced SOT) was determined using EHE measurements as a function of the applied in-plane magnetic field. Fig. 2.3c shows the measured $H_k$ as a function of position along the TaO$_x$ gradient direction. The curve shows a non-monotonic dependence of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) on position, indicating an increase of $H_k$ on the thinner side ($dH_k/dy > 0$) and a decrease of $H_k$ on the thicker side ($dH_k/dy < 0$) of the wedge. The perpendicular magnetization, measured as a function of perpendicular magnetic field, is shown in Fig. 2.3d. For devices located on the central region of the wedge with the largest $H_k$, the EHE perpendicular loops are square-shaped and show a large coercivity. As expected, the loops become less square-shaped and eventually turn into hard-axis-like loops on both sides of the wedge where $H_k$ is smaller. The observed PMA is due to the interfacial magnetic anisotropy between the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$ film and its adjacent TaO$_x$ and Ta layers, similar to recent reports in other material systems[57-59]. The anisotropy associated with the TaO$_x$ interface is in turn affected by the appearance of Fe-O and Co-O bonds at the interface[58, 59], exhibiting a non-monotonic dependence on the oxygen content[60, 61]. As a result, the change of PMA across the wedge reflects the gradient of oxygen concentration at the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$ interface across the wafer.
We next performed EHE measurements on the Hall bar devices for a set of different direct currents applied along the x-axis. Figs. 2.4a-c show the measured EHE signals for one device (device A, $t_{Ta} = 1.65$ nm prior to oxidation) in the $dH/dy > 0$ region. As expected, small currents have almost no influence on the switching behavior, as shown in Fig. 2.4a. At larger currents, however, the centers of the hysteresis loops are gradually shifted to the left for currents of a positive polarity, which indicates the presence of a perpendicular effective field, $H_{z}^{FL} = H_{z}^{FL}z$ induced by the current. The value of $H_{z}^{FL}$ can be extracted from the average of the positive ($H_{S}^{+}$) and negative ($H_{S}^{-}$) switching fields, i.e. $H_{z}^{FL} = -(H_{S}^{+} + H_{S}^{-})/2$. For currents in the opposite direction, the hysteresis loops are shifted to the right. At current values of $I = \pm 10$ mA, the separation between the two loops for this device (Fig. 2.4c) is $H_{z}^{FL}(10 \text{ mA}) - H_{z}^{FL}(-10 \text{ mA}) \approx 22$ Oe. It is interesting to compare this to the measurements shown in Figs. 2.4d-f, which show the EHE signal for a different device (device B, $t_{Ta} = 1.94$ nm prior to oxidation) in the $dH/dy < 0$ region (i.e. on the opposite side of the anisotropy peak in Fig. 2.4c). In this case, the sign of the current-induced field is opposite to device A for the same direction of current flow. The separation between the two loops at $I = \pm 10$ mA is $H_{z}^{FL}(10 \text{ mA}) - H_{z}^{FL}(-10 \text{ mA}) \approx -66$ Oe for device B. Thus, by comparing the $H_{z}^{FL}$ of these two devices, it is evident that $H_{z}^{FL}(I > 0) - H_{z}^{FL}(I$
Fig. 2.4 Effect of $H_z^F L$ induced by current. The figures show the perpendicular magnetization of Ta/CoFeB/TaO$_x$ measured by EHE, while a current of ±1 mA ((a) and (d)), ±6 mA ((b) and (e)), and ±10 mA ((c) and (f)) is applied to the devices. Figures a-c show results for a typical device ($t_{Ta} = 1.65$ nm before oxidation, device A) in the $dH_z/dy > 0$ region, while d-f show results for a typical device ($t_{Ta} = 1.94$ nm before oxidation, device B) in the $dH_z/dy < 0$ region. The shift directions of the EHE loops with
respect to current, which reflect the directions of $H_z^{FL}$ induced by the current, are opposite for these two devices with opposite signs of $dH_y/dy$.

< 0) > 0 [i.e. $dH_z^{FL}/dI > 0$] in the $dH_k/dy > 0$ region, while $H_z^{FL}(I > 0) - H_z^{FL}(I < 0) < 0$ [i.e. $dH_z^{FL}/dI < 0$] in the $dH_y/dy < 0$ region.

To quantify the $H_z^{FL}$ induced by current, the values of $H_S^+$ and $H_S^-$ for the two devices (obtained from EHE loops in Fig. 2.4) are summarized in Figs. 2.5a and 2.5b, for different applied currents. The current-induced perpendicular field can then be obtained by fitting the current dependence of $H_z^{FL} = -(H_S^+ + H_S^-)/2$. Here, Fig. 2.5a corresponds to device A ($dH_y/dy > 0$), and Fig. 2.5b corresponds to device B ($dH_y/dy < 0$). For both cases, the resultant $H_z^{FL}$ can be fitted well to a linear curve, and hence can be expressed as $H_z^{FL} = \beta J$, where $J$ is the applied current density. The values of $\beta$, extracted in a similar fashion for all devices measured along the wedge, are shown in Fig. 2.5c, with the largest absolute value of $\beta$ reaching ~ 56 Oe per $10^{11}$ Am$^{-2}$. The plot also shows $dH_y/dy$ as a function of position along the wedge for comparison. It can be seen that both the sign and magnitude of $\beta$, and hence $H_z^{FL}$, correspond well with $dH_y/dy$. Thus, in addition to the sign and magnitude of the applied current, the current-induced $H_z^{FL}$ also depends on the sign and magnitude of $dH_y/dy$. This, in turn, establishes the correlation of $H_z^{FL}$ with the symmetry-breaking along the $y$-axis, confirming the central hypothesis of this work.

**2.2.3 Possible microscopic origin of new torque**

The symmetry argument presented above does not provide any details on the microscopic mechanisms behind the current-induced shift seen in the hysteresis loops, which is characterized by a new effective perpendicular field. Hence, in addition to the new spin-orbit terms due to
lateral symmetry-breaking, in principle two other microscopic mechanisms may also contribute to the observed perpendicular switching, namely, current-induced magnetic (Oersted) fields and spin-orbit terms due to symmetry-breaking along the growth direction in conjunction with the anisotropy gradient. However, the latter two microscopic mechanisms can be ruled out in our devices, as will be explained in the following. Due to the nonuniform oxidation of the TaO$_x$ layer, the structural asymmetry may cause the current density to be nonuniform along the width of our devices. Hence, assuming there will be a larger current density on one side (less oxidized part) of the Hall bar, this asymmetry will produce a net perpendicular magnetic field within the Hall bar area. Considering that the less oxidized part has a thicker metallic film and hence smaller resistance, for a particular current direction, this kind of Oersted field would be expected to point in the same direction for all Hall bars, since they all have an identical direction of the TaO$_x$ thickness gradient. Therefore, based on the asymmetric sample structure shown in Fig. 2.3a, the Oersted field should result in a negative sign of $\beta$ for all devices, which is not the case observed in our experiments. This indicates that Oersted fields are not the origin of the observed $H_z^{FL}$ in our samples. In addition, the estimated value of the Oersted field induced by current is $\sim$16 times smaller than the largest current-induced perpendicular shift (created by $H_z^{FL}$) observed in our experiments. Thus, the role of Oersted fields can be excluded.
Fig. 2.5 The switching fields as a function of applied current densities, and $\beta$ as a function of position of the Hall bar devices on the wafer. a, b, Measured switching fields as a function of current for the devices A (a) and B (b) discussed in Figure 3, with $dH/dy = 0.09$ Oe/$\mu$m and $-0.24$ Oe/$\mu$m, respectively. The blue lines are linear fits. The values of $\beta$, representing the perpendicular effective field ($H_{FL}^z = \beta J$), are extracted from the slope. c, The red circles correspond to $\beta$ and the black squares correspond to $dH/dy$, indicating a clear correlation between $dH/dy$ and $H_{FL}^z$. This is in agreement with the expected relationship between lateral symmetry breaking and the strength of $H_{FL}^z$. The dashed line corresponds to zero for both sides of the vertical coordinates.

It should be noted that, considering the size of the present samples and the relatively low perpendicular anisotropy, the magnetization reversal process occurs via a micromagnetic reversal process, such as nucleation and propagation of domain walls. It is worth noting, however, that the symmetry-based argument presented earlier does not assume a single-domain reorientation process and is valid in the case of such micromagnetic reversal processes as well. For example, it has been shown recently that when the lateral symmetry is broken by an applied magnetic field along the current direction, fixing the magnetization in the wall, conventional SOTs can drive the domain walls resulting in deterministic switching[62]. In the present work no such magnetic field is present; however, the lateral symmetry is indeed broken by the anisotropy gradient. Thus, in principle, the presence of lateral symmetry-breaking due to an anisotropy gradient in conjunction with the conventional SOTs can result in the observed switching via a non-trivial nucleation process, an interesting phenomenon in its own right. However, we rule out this possibility by directly measuring the SOTs through independent second-harmonic measurements [63] in the presence of large external magnetic fields. The applied field was larger than the saturation field of our samples, ensuring single-domain behavior during the experiment. The results showed an
excellent agreement between the current-induced $H_{z}^{FL}$ extracted from second-harmonic measurements (i.e. where the samples were single domain) and the values extracted from hysteresis loop shifts. Based on this agreement of the two independent measurements in all tested samples, we believe that a new spin-orbit field-like torque due to lateral symmetry breaking is most likely the origin of the observations in our switching experiments.

![Graphs showing switching of perpendicular magnetization by current in the absence of external fields](image)

**Fig. 2.6** Switching of perpendicular magnetization by current in the absence of external fields. Perpendicular magnetization as a function of direct current for device C ($t_{Ta} = 1.67$ nm before oxidation) (a) and B ($t_{Ta} = 1.94$ nm before oxidation) (b) with $dH_x/dy = 0.10$ and $-0.24$ Oe/$\mu$m, respectively. The favored magnetization direction for each current direction is opposite for these two devices, due to the opposite orientations of the current-induced $H_{z}^{FL}$.

Microscopically, the new field-like torque appears to stem from the lateral oxidation gradient at the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$ interface, which can induce Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling with the effective electric field direction pointing along the wedging direction $y$. Namely, a microscopic electron Hamiltonian of the form $\mathcal{H} \sim \sigma \cdot (y \times p)$ [64], at the Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$/TaO$_x$ interface, could in principle account for a field-like torque of the form $T^{FL} \sim m \times H_{z}^{FL} \sim m \times$
(\(y \times j\)). Here \(\sigma\) and \(p\) stand for the Pauli matrices and the electron’s momentum operator, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.2d, an electric field along the wedging direction could, in turn, originate from the redistribution of charges near the interface depending on the oxygen content, which is also responsible for the non-monotonic dependence of \(H_k\) on position[61]. However, a more detailed understanding of these electric fields and their possible contribution to \(H_z^{FL}\) is needed and requires first-principles calculations.

2.2.4 Current-induced switching in the absence of external fields

Finally, we demonstrate that the perpendicular effective field \(H_z^{FL}\), induced by an in-plane current along the \(x\)-axis, can be used to deterministically switch the magnetization in an out-of-plane magnetized film without the assistance of external magnetic fields. This is shown in Figs. 2.6a and b for two representative devices on different sides of the \(H_k\) peak in Fig. 2.3c. We were able to reversibly switch the perpendicular magnetization by currents of \(~6\) mA (corresponding to a current density of \(5.0 \times 10^6\) A/cm\(^2\)) for device C (\(t_{Ta} = 1.67\) nm before oxidation) in Fig. 2.6a and by currents of \(~3\) mA (corresponding to a current density of \(2.5 \times 10^6\) A/cm\(^2\)) for device B in Fig. 2.6b. For the first device, which is in the \(dH_k/dy > 0\) region, positive currents favor a positive magnetization (resulting in a negative Hall resistance \(R_{Hall}\)). For the latter device, which is in the \(dH_k/dy < 0\) region, positive currents favor a negative magnetization. The favored direction of magnetization for a particular current direction is dependent on the sign of \(\beta\) and hence depends on the location along the wedge, as expected. Thus, currents of opposite polarities can be used to switch the perpendicular magnetization in opposite directions, and the favored direction of magnetization for each current is determined by the sign of the lateral device asymmetry, as quantified by the sign of \(dH_k/dy\). We obtained similar results for several other devices measured at different points along the wedge. Due to the correlation between \(dH_k/dy\) and the strength of
\( H_z^{FL} \) (see Fig. 2.5c), we expect that the current density required for switching can be further reduced by increasing the value of \( dH_z/dy \), \textit{i.e.} by creating a larger structural asymmetry in the device. Moreover, the perpendicular \( H_z^{FL} \) can be used together with the conventional SOTs to switch the device. The conventional SOTs can in this case bring the perpendicular magnetization into the sample plane, where it is metastable. The role of the new torques, in turn, would be to determine the switching direction.

For device applications, the perpendicular \( H_z^{FL} \) induced by currents in this work can be used in three-terminal structures, where the perpendicular ferromagnetic free-layer is part of a magnetic tunnel junction, allowing for readout of its state via the tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect. No external in-plane magnetic fields would be needed to operate the device. It should also be noted that the nonuniform oxidation method used to create the lateral asymmetry in this work is not the only approach that could be used for this purpose. For integration into large device arrays (\textit{e.g.} memory chips), requiring uniformity across the wafer, a more localized method of generating the lateral asymmetry may be more appropriate. We expect that this work will motivate research to develop such asymmetric device structures that exhibit and utilize perpendicular effective fields. By providing large perpendicular effective fields, in combination with the conventional SOTs, such structures could result in new ultralow-power and highly scalable SOT-based spintronic memory and logic circuits.

2.3 **Ultra-low current-induced magnetization switching in topological insulator-based magnets**

Besides heavy metals, topological insulators (TIs) [38, 66, 67], in which the SOC is large enough to invert the band structure [68], are expected to be the most promising candidate to
exploit the SOTs when coupled to magnetic moments [69, 70]. In addition, the recently demonstrated magnetism in magnetically doped TIs (e.g., Cr-doped TIs) [71-75] makes it accessible to study the SOTs in the TI/magnetic-TI bilayer heterostructures. In this section, we demonstrate the magnetization switching by in-plane current injection into epitaxial TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer films. Most importantly, we find that the effective field to current ratio, is nearly three orders of magnitude larger than those reported in heavy metal/ferromagnetic heterostructures (HMFHs) so far, allowing to switch with 1000 times smaller currents. This giant SOT, together with the current-induced switching behavior, suggests that magnetically doped TI heterostructures could potentially be the materials/structures to generate SOTs with efficiency beyond today’s HMFHs and could bring dynamic power of spin-orbitronic devices well below transistors.

---

**Diagram**

- **Diagram a** shows a schematic of the TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer film with respective magnetic fields and vectors.
- **Diagram b** depicts the experimental setup with a magnetic field applied along the y-axis.
- **Diagram c** illustrates the change in resistance $R_H$ with varying field, showing different scenarios for $\theta_B = 0$ and $\theta_B = \pi/2$.
- **Diagram d** presents the change in magnetization $M$ with varying field, again for $\theta_B = 0$ and $\theta_B = \pi/2$. The scale bar indicates 10 μm.
Fig. 2.7 Experimental setup and magnetic properties of the (Bi_{0.5}Sb_{0.5})_{2}Te_{3}/(Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3} bilayer heterostructure. a, Three-dimensional schematic of the bilayer heterostructure. The top layer (light blue) shows the 3QLs (Bi_{0.5}Sb_{0.5})_{2}Te_{3} and the bottom layer (light red) presents the 6QLs (Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3}. $B_{\text{ext}}$ (red arrow) represents the external magnetic field and $M$ (blue arrow) denotes the magnetization of the bottom (Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3} layer. $B_K$ (green arrow) is the out-of-plane anisotropy field. b, Micrograph of the Hall bar device with schematic illustration of the Hall measurement set-up. The width of the Hall bar and the length between two neighboring Hall contacts are both 5µm. c, The Hall resistance as a function of the applied external magnetic field for both the out-of-plane ($\theta_B = 0$) and nearly in-plane ($\theta_B \approx \pi/2$) directions, respectively, at 1.9K. d, SQUID measurement of the magnetization for both the out-of-plane ($\theta_B = 0$) and in-plane ($\theta_B \approx \pi/2$) directions, respectively, at 5K for external magnetic fields up to ±500mT.

### 2.3.1 Material system: asymmetric magnetic topological insulator

Epitaxial (Bi_{0.5}Sb_{0.5})_{2}Te_{3}/(Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3} bilayer films are first grown on an insulating GaAs (111) substrate using the modulation-doped molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth method [71], as illustrated in Fig. 2.7a. The top (Bi_{0.5}Sb_{0.5})_{2}Te_{3} layer thickness is chosen to be 3 quintuple layers (QLs) while the bottom (Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3} layer is 6 QLs, with atomically sharp hetero-interfaces. In this structure, the Bi/Sb ratio is adjusted to 0.5/0.5 in the top (Bi_{0.5}Sb_{0.5})_{2}Te_{3} layer and 0.59/0.41 in the bottom (Cr_{0.08}Bi_{0.54}Sb_{0.38})_{2}Te_{3} layer so that both layers display similar conductivities (222.7 S/cm and 219.5 S/cm, respectively), which guarantees a uniform current distribution inside the entire structure.

Pronounced ferromagnetism has recently been reported in (Cr_xBi_{3-y}Sb_{1-x-y})_{2}Te_{3} films, and with an appropriate doping concentration, the quantum anomalous Hall phase [37] is also obtained. To investigate the SOTs in our TI/Cr-doped TI heterostructure, micrometer-size Hall
bar devices were prepared, as shown in Fig. 2.7b. When applying a large enough external magnetic field $B_{\text{ext}}$ in the $yz$-plane, the magnetization $M$ becomes polarized, and the relative positions between $B_{\text{ext}}$ and $M$ are illustrated in Fig. 2.7a, where $\theta_B$ and $\theta_M$ are the polar angles of $B_{\text{ext}}$ and $M$ from the $z$-axis, respectively. Here, $B_K = K \cos \theta_M \hat{z}$ is the out-of-plane anisotropy field with $K$ the anisotropy coefficient in the material is found to be around 0.9 Tesla (T) by measuring the field required to saturate the sample in-plane.

Field-dependent Hall resistance measurements of the TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer heterostructure for both the out-of-plane ($\theta_B = 0$) and nearly in-plane ($\theta_B \approx \pi/2$) directions were carried out at 1.9 K, and the results are displayed in Fig. 2.7c. The nearly square-shape magnetic hysteresis loop of $R_H$ at $\theta_B = 0$ clearly suggests that the magnetization easy axis is out-of-plane (i.e., along the $z$-direction). In addition, superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements were carried out to directly probe the magnetization $M$ for both the out-of-plane ($\theta_B = 0$) and in-plane ($\theta_B \approx \pi/2$) directions, and the results are shown in Fig. 2.7d. The saturation magnetization $M_S$ is measured to be around 16 emu/cm$^3$ along the out-of-plane ($\theta_B = 0$) direction for applied magnetic fields greater than 100 mT. In contrast, $M$ does not show any saturation behavior even when $|B_{\text{ext}}| > 500$ mT for fields along the in-plane ($\theta_B \approx \pi/2$) direction, again indicating the robust out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy of our TI/Cr-doped TI heterostructure sample.

2.3.2 Current-induced magnetization switching

Similar to the heavy metal case discussed in section 2.2, in our conductive TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer heterostructure, a dominant spin accumulation in the Cr-doped TI layer with spin polarized in the transverse direction is expected when passing a charge current in the $y$-direction
due to the SHE in the bulk and the spin polarization arising from the Rashba-type interactions at the interfaces. A strong enhancement of the interfacial spin accumulation can be expected due to the spin-momentum locking of the topological surface states [76]. The accumulated spins’ angular momentum can be directly transferred to the magnetization $M$ and therefore affect its dynamics. In particular, such a SOT can be described as (see section 1.5), $\tau = -\gamma M \times H_I$, where the effective spin-orbit field is, $H_I = I\lambda_{SO}\hat{x} \times m$ (note that here we have defined field opposite to the convention in section 2.2, this is to make measured coefficient $\lambda_{SO}$ positive). Here $\gamma$ is
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Fig. 2.8 Magnetization switching due to the SOT induced by an in-plane DC current. a, Schematic of the four stable magnetization states (panels 1-4) when passing a large DC current, $I_{dc}$, and applying an in-
plane external magnetic field, $B_y$, in the $\pm y$ directions. The effective spin-orbit field $B_{SO}$ induced by the DC current and the anisotropy field $B_K$ are both considered. b, The AHE resistance $R_{AHE}$ as a function of the in-plane external magnetic field when passing a constant DC current with $I_{dc} = +10\mu A$ (blue squares) and $I_{dc} = -10\mu A$ (red circles) along the Hall bar, respectively, at 1.9K. c, Current-induced magnetization switching in the Hall bar device at 1.9K in the presence of a constant in-plane magnetic field with $B_y = +0.6T$ (blue squares) and $B_y = -0.6T$ (red circles), respectively. Inset: expanded scale to show the hysteresis windows. d, Phase diagram of the magnetization state in the presence of an in-plane external magnetic field $B_y$ and a DC current $I_{dc}$. The dashed lines and symbols (obtained from experiments) represent switching boundaries between the different states. In all panels, the symbol ↑ means $M_z > 0$ and ↓ means $M_z < 0$, not $M_z = \pm M_S$.

the gyromagnetic ratio, $\lambda_{SO}$ is the coefficient characterizing the SOC strength in the system, $I$ is the charge current conducting along the longitudinal direction and $m$ is the unit vector denotes the magnetization direction. Note that we have only included the damping-like SOT as the field-like SOT term is found to be order of magnitude smaller in our structure, via an independent measurement. Accordingly, we illustrate the four stable states in Fig. 2.8a where the applied DC current, $I_{dc}$, conducts along the longitudinal direction ($i.e.$, $\pm y$-axis), and the external magnetic field is also applied along the $\pm y$-axis. In panel 1 of Fig. 2.8a, for example, we show the case where the DC current, $I_{dc}$, and the in-plane external magnetic field, $B_y$, are both applied along the $+y$-axis. The effective damping-like field is pointing along the tangential $-\hat{\theta}$ direction of $M$, which tilts $M$ up to obtain a positive $z$-component, $M_z$, when in equilibrium. The other three cases for different configurations of the applied $I_{dc}$ and $B_y$ are illustrated in the panels 2-4 of Fig. 2.8a, correspondingly. To summarize, in the presence of a constant external magnetic field in the $y$-direction, the $z$-component magnetization $M_z$ can be switched, depending on the DC
current conduction direction; likewise, when the applied DC current is fixed, $M_z$ can also be switched by changing the in-plane external magnetic field.

Based on such a scenario, we carried out the ($I_{dc}$-fixed, $B_y$-dependent) and the ($B_y$-fixed, $I_{dc}$-dependent) experiments at 1.9K; the results are shown in Fig. 2.8b and 2.8c, respectively. Specifically, when $I_{dc} = +10 \mu A$ (blue squares in Fig. 2.8b), the AHE resistance $R_{AHE}$ goes from negative to positive as the applied in-plane magnetic field $B_y$ gradually changes from $-3T$ to $3T$, indicating the $z$-component magnetization $M_z$ switches from $-z$ to $+z$. In contrast, when $I_{dc} = -10 \mu A$, the AHE resistance reverses sign (red circles in Fig. 2.8b) and $M_z$ varies from $+z$ to $-z$ as $B_y$ is swept from $-3T$ to $3T$. It should be noted that in both cases the AHE resistance hysteresis loops agree well with our proposed scenario. At the same time, when we scan the DC current $I_{dc}$ at a given fixed magnetic field, we also observe similar magnetization switching behavior: the AHE resistance $R_{AHE}$ changes from negative to positive for $B_y = +0.6T$ (blue squares in Fig. 2.8c), but reverses its evolution trend, i.e., changes from positive to negative, for $B_y = -0.6T$ (red circles in Fig. 2.8c). For this case, the small hysteresis window in $R_{AHE}$ is clearly visible on expanded scale as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.8c. Consequently, both the ($I_{dc}$-fixed, $B_y$-driven) and ($B_y$-fixed, $I_{dc}$-driven) magnetization switching behaviors clearly demonstrate that the magnetization can be effectively manipulated by the current-induced SOT in our TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer heterostructure. We summarize these switching behaviors in the phase diagram in Fig. 2.8d. For the four corner panels in Fig. 2.8d where the field value $B_y$ and $I_{dc}$ are large, the magnetization state is deterministic; however, in the central panel where $B_y$ and $I_{dc}$ are small, both magnetization states, up and down, are possible; this behavior agrees with the hysteresis windows, as shown in Fig. 2.8b and 2.8c, where in the low $B_y$ and small $I_{dc}$ region the two magnetization states are both allowed. Based on this phase diagram, it
can be clearly seen that the magnetization can be easily switched with only tens of $\mu$A DC current \((i.e., \, below \, 8.9 \times 10^4 \, \text{A/cm}^2 \, \text{in current density} \, J_{dc})\), suggesting that the current-induced SOT in our TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer heterostructure is quite efficient.

This giant SOT observed in our TI/Cr-doped TI bilayer heterostructure is attributed to the strong SOC interaction in the whole structure and the coexisting magnetism, in conjunction with the breaking of the reflection symmetry in the growth direction by Cr-doping. The topological surface states may play an important role in the current-induced SOT because of the spin-momentum locking mechanism which is expected to be a much more efficient way to generate spin current compared with heavy metals. The role of the topological surface states and the various associated spin-galvanic/magneto-electric phenomena discussed in refs. [77] warrant additional and more elaborate experiments.

The challenge remaining for this direction is to construct a room temperature material system. Note that this is not a fundamental problem. The reason the measurements in the present system are restricted to cryogenic temperatures is that the dilute magnetic system created has a low Curie temperature. Exploring interfaces with topological insulator with ferromagnetic insulators could provide the required breakthrough and deserves future experimentation.
CHAPTER 3: SOT-induced creation and motion of solitons

The contents of this chapter are adapted from work originally published in Ref. [78-80]

3.1 Motivation

In this chapter we go beyond the single domain magnetization switching, focusing on SOT-induced manipulation of a collection of spins, which behave like particles, i.e. can be moved around maintaining their configuration. In general, such particle-like solutions are known as solitons. The first known description of soliton dates back to 1834, when John Scott Russell noted a wave-front moving without distortion to long distance in the Union Canal in Scotland [81]. From then solitons have been found everywhere in nature with examples spanning from bubble-rings created by dolphins and smokers to impulses created in brain and the field of optics for communication. The appeal of solitons is that they can be used to carry useful information without distortion to long distances.

In magnetism, this fact was utilized in the 1970-80’s to create a magnetic-bubble memory, where a circular domain with magnetization pointing in a direction opposite to the rest of the film (see Fig.3.1F closed domain schematic, referred to as magnetic bubble) was used to store information which was moved around using magnetic-field gradients [82]. However, because of the large dynamic power (due to the use of magnetic fields for manipulation of bubbles) and larger size of these objects, bubble memory could not compete with its charge-based analogs. Motivated by this, recently STT-induced motion of another magnetic soliton, referred to as the domain wall (which is a region of transition of magnetization vector oriented in two different directions, see Fig. 3.1A), has been similarly proposed for both memory [83] and logic [84] applications. However, the current level involved in inducing motion of domain walls have also
remained notoriously high requiring alternate low power mechanisms. One major issue for this high current requirement is that these solitons tend to pin to impurities in the sample. More recently, spin-orbit interaction has been shown to move, with orders of magnitude lower depinning currents, a particular class of solitons which are topologically non-trivial (to be made precise below) magnetization configuration, known as skyrmions, stabilized at low temperatures.

In this chapter, motivated by reducing energy consumption for beyond memory applications, we demonstrate theoretically and experimentally SOT-induced manipulation of magnetic solitons at room temperature. Specifically, first utilizing inhomogeneous current-induced SOT we create skyrmions, much like blowing bubbles out of a thin soap-film, and then we demonstrate its motion for the first time at room temperature. Next, we theoretically combine effect of voltage- and current-induced SOT demonstrating guiding of skyrmions by electric field, which is used to construct proof of principle of a transistor- and multiplexer-like functions based on skyrmions. Finally, for domain-wall solitons we remove the need for power hungry currents completely showing theoretical motion of domain walls by voltage-induced SOT.
Fig. 3.1 Schematic of the transformation of stripe domains into magnetic skyrmion bubbles. (A) Infinitesimal section of a chiral DW in a ferromagnet (F) / heavy metal (HM) bilayer illustrating the relationship between local magnetization vectors and the SOT-induced chiral DW motion of velocity $V_{dw}$ in a device with a homogeneous electron current flow $j_e$ along the $+x$ axis. Blue color corresponds to upward orientation of magnetization, while orange color is the downward orientation of magnetization. Bottom panel illustrates the magnetization directions inside of the Néel wall. (B) Top view of a trilayer device. The blue region is a stripe-shaped domain. Light blue arrows show the in-plane magnetization direction of the DW (as shown in the bottom panel of A) and indicate that the domain has left-handed chirality. The red arrows correspond to the current distribution. (C) Introducing a geometrical constriction into the device gives rise to an inhomogeneous current distribution, which generates a flow along the $y$-axis, $j_y$ around the narrow neck. This current distribution is spatially divergent to the right and convergent to the left of the constriction. The $y$-component of the current distribution is highlighted in (D). This introduces an effective spin Hall force $F_{sh}^y$ along the $y$-axis that (E) locally expands the stripe domain on the right side. (F) Once the expansion approaches a critical point, the resultant restoring forces $F_{res}$ associated with the surface tension of the DWs, are no longer able to maintain the shape and the stripe domains break into circular bubble domains, resulting in the formation of synthetic Néel skyrmions.

3.2 Blowing magnetic skyrmion bubbles

The structure of interest in this chapter is same as discussed in section 2.2, i.e. NM/F/I. The ferromagnet has an easy axis along the growth direction resulting in an out of plane domain wall. Central to the creation of skyrmions is to understand how electric currents can manipulate a chiral magnetic domain wall (DW), i.e., the chirality of the magnetization rotation (as shown in Fig. 3.1A) is identical for every domain wall. This fixed chirality is stabilized by the interfacial DMI, as discussed in section 1.5. In addition, when a current is passed through the heavy metal,
the damping-like component of current-induced SOT, as discussed in section 1.5 can be written as:

\[ H^{DL} = H^{DL}(\hat{m} \times (\hat{z} \times \hat{j}_e)) \]  

where \( \hat{m} \) is the magnetization unit vector, \( \hat{z} \) is the unit vector normal to the film plane and \( \hat{j}_e \) is the direction of electron particle flux. In the material system discussed in the current chapter, the microscopic mechanism of spin-Hall effect is thought to be a dominant mechanism for generating this damping-like component. Following this observation, we denote here \( H^{DL} \) by \( B^{sh} \), which can, in turn, be written as \( B^{sh} = (\hbar/2e) \cdot \left( \theta_{sh}j_c / t_fM_s \right) \), where \( \hbar/2 \) is the spin of an electron, \( e \) is the charge of an electron, \( t_f \) is the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer, and \( M_s \) is the saturation (volume) magnetization. The spin Hall angle \( \theta_{sh} = j_s / j_c \) is defined by the ratio between spin current density (\( j_s \)) and charge current density (\( j_c \)). For homogeneous current flow along the x axis (Fig. 3.1B), a chiral SOT enables efficient DW motion [85-87]. In the case of a stripe domain with a chiral DW (Fig. 3.1B), the symmetry of Eq. 1 leads to a vanishing torque on the side walls parallel to the current and therefore only the end of the stripe domain is moved; if the opposite end is pinned, this results in an elongation of the stripe.

The situation becomes more complex when the stripe domain is subjected to an inhomogeneous current flow. This can be achieved by introducing a geometrical constriction into a current-carrying trilayer wire (Fig. 3.1C). Such a constriction results in an additional current component along the y axis - \( j_y \) around the narrow neck (Fig. 3.1D). The total current \( j \) is spatially convergent/divergent to the left/right of the constriction. Consequently, inhomogeneous effective forces on the DWs (caused by the spin Hall field) are created along the y axis - \( F_{sh}^y \), these forces act to expand the end of the domain (Fig. 3.1E). As the domain end continually expands its radius the surface tension in the DW (resulting from the increasing DW energy
determined by the combination of exchange and anisotropy fields) increases [88], which results in breaking the stripes into circular domains (Fig. 3.1F).

This process resembles how soap bubbles develop out of soap films upon blowing air through a straw, or how liquid droplets form in fluid flow jets [89]. Because of the interfacial DMI in the present system, the spin structures of the newly formed circular domains maintain a well-defined (left-handed) chirality [90-93]. These created synthetic hedgehog (Néel) skyrmions [91, 93], once formed, are stable thanks to topological protection and move very efficiently following the current direction, a process that can be described based on a modified Thiele equation [94]. The dynamic skyrmion conversion could, in principle, happen at the other side of device where the spatially convergent current compresses stripe domains. However, sizeable currents/SOTs are required to compensate the enhanced (repulsive) dipolar interaction. The proposed mechanism differs from a recent theoretical proposal with similar geometry, where skyrmions are formed from the coalescence of two independent DWs extending over the full width of a narrow constriction at a current density $\approx 10^8$ A/cm$^2$ [95]. For repeated skyrmion generation, this latter mechanism requires a continuous generation of paired DWs in the constriction, which is inconsistent with the experimental observations described below.

**3.2.1. Experiment : Transforming chiral stripe domains into skyrmions.**

We demonstrate this idea experimentally with a Ta(5nm)/Co$_{20}$Fe$_{60}$B$_{20}$(CoFeB)(1.1nm)/TaO$_x$(3nm) trilayer grown by magnetron sputtering [96, 97] and patterned into constricted wires via photolithography and ion-milling [98]. The wires have a width of 60 µm with a 3-µm wide and 20-µm long geometrical constriction in the center. Our devices are symmetrically designed across the narrow neck to maintain balanced
demagnetization energy. A polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscope in a
differential mode [99] was utilized for dynamic imaging experiments at room temperature.
Before applying a current, the sample was first saturated at positive magnetic fields and
subsequently at a perpendicular magnetic field of $B_\perp = +0.5 \text{ mT}$, sparse magnetic stripe and
bubble domains prevail at both sides of the wire (Fig. 3.2A). The lighter area corresponds to
negative perpendicular magnetization orientation and darker area corresponds to positive
orientation, respectively.

Fig. 3.2 Experimental generation of magnetic skyrmions. (A) Sparse irregular domain structures are
observed at both sides of the device at a perpendicular magnetic field of $B_\perp = +0.5 \text{ mT}$. (B) Upon passing
a current of $j_e = +5 \times 10^5$ A/cm² through the device, the left side of the device develops predominantly elongated stripe domains, while the right side converts into dense skyrmion bubbles. (C)–(D) By reversing the current direction to $j_e = -5 \times 10^5$ A/cm², the dynamically created skyrmions are forming at the left side of device. (E)–(F) Changing the polarity of external magnetic field reverses the internal and external magnetization of these skyrmions. (G) Phase diagram for skyrmion formation. The shaded area indicates field/current combinations that result in the persistent generation of skyrmions after each current pulse.

In contrast to the initial magnetic domain configuration, after passing a 1 s single pulse of amplitude $j_e = +5 \times 10^5$ A/cm² (normalized by the width of device – 60 µm), it is observed that the stripe domains started to migrate, subsequently forming extended stripe domains on the left side. These domains were mostly aligned with the charge current flow and converged at the left side of constriction. The stripes were transformed into skyrmion bubbles immediately after passing through the constriction (Fig. 3.2B). These dynamically created skyrmions, varying in size between 700 nm and 2 µm (depending on the strength of the external magnetic field), are stable and do not decay on the scale of a typical laboratory testing period (at least 8 hours). The size of the skyrmions is determined by the interplay between Zeeman, magnetostatic interaction and interfacial DMI. In the presence of a constant electron current density of $j_e = +5 \times 10^5$ A/cm², these skyrmions are created with a high speed close to the central constriction and annihilated/destroyed at the end of the wire. Capturing the transformation dynamics of skyrmions from stripe domains is beyond the temporal resolution of the present setup. Reproducible generation of skyrmions is demonstrated by repeating pulsed experiments several times [98]. Interestingly, the left side of the device remains mainly in the labyrinthine stripe domain state after removing the pulse current, which indicates that both skyrmion bubbles and stripe domains are metastable.
When the polarity of the charge current is reversed to \( j_e = -5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2 \), the skyrmions are formed at the left side of device (Figs. 3.2, C and D). This directional dependence indicates that the spatially divergent current/SOT, determined by the geometry of the device, is most likely responsible for slicing stripe DWs into magnetic skyrmion bubbles, qualitatively consistent with the schematic presented in Fig. 3.1. At a negative magnetic field \( B_\perp = -0.5 \text{ mT} \) and current at \( j_e = +5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) (Figs. 3.2, E and F), the reversal contrast due to opposite of inner/outer magnetization orientations are observed as compared with positive fields. We varied the external magnetic field and charge current density systematically and determined the phase diagram for skyrmion formation shown in Fig. 3.2G. A large population of synthetic skyrmions is found only in the shadowed region, whereas in the rest of phase diagram, the initial domain configurations remain either stationary or flowing smoothly, depending on the strength of current density, as discussed below. This phase diagram is independent of pulse duration for pulses longer than 1 \( \mu \text{s} \). It should be mentioned that no creation of skyrmions in regular shaped device with a homogeneous current flow (as illustrated in Fig. 3.1B) is observed up to a current density of \( j_e = +5 \times 10^6 \text{ A/cm}^2 \).

### 3.2.2 Capturing the transformation process

The conversion from chiral stripe domains into magnetic skyrmions can be captured by decreasing the driving current, which slows down the transformational dynamics. Figs. 3.3, A-D show the dynamics for a constant \( dc \) current density of \( j_e = +6.4 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) at \( B_\perp = +0.46 \text{ mT} \). The original (disordered) labyrinthine domains on the left side squeeze to pass through the constriction (Fig. 3.3B). The stripe domains become unstable after passing through the constriction and are eventually converted into skyrmions on the right side of the device, as
shown in Figs. 3.3, C and D. Because the $x$-component of the current results in an efficient motion of DWs, the skyrmion formation can happen away from the constriction. The synthetic skyrmions do not merge into stripe domains and in fact repel each other, indicating their topological protection as well as magnetostatic interactions.

Fig. 3.3 Capturing the transformational dynamics from stripe domains to skyrmions and motion of skyrmions. (A)–(D) At a constant $dc$ current $j_e = +6.4 \times 10^4$ A/cm$^2$ and $B_\perp = +0.46$ mT, the disordered stripe domains are forced to pass through the constriction, and are eventually converted into skyrmions at the right side of the device. Red circles highlight the resultant newly-formed skyrmions. (E) Illustration of the spin-Hall effective field acting on these dynamically created skyrmions; the direction of motion follows the electron current. (F)–(I) The efficient motion of these skyrmions for a current density $j_e = +3 \times 10^4$ A/cm$^2$. (F) First, a 1 s long single pulse $j_e = +5 \times 10^5$ A/cm$^2$ initializes the skyrmion state. (G)–(I) Subsequently, smaller currents (below the threshold current to avoid generating additional skyrmions through the constriction) are used to probe the current-velocity relation. It is observed that these skyrmions are migrating stochastically, and moving out of the field of view. (J) The current-velocity
dependence of skyrmions is acquired by studying approximately 20 skyrmions via averaging their velocities by dividing the total displacement with the total time period.

Some important features should be noticed. There exists a threshold current \(j_{e-sk} = \pm 6 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2\) for persistently generating skyrmion bubbles from stripe domains for pulses longer than 1 \(\mu\)s. Above this current, the enhanced spin-orbit torques produce the instability of the DWs, which results in the continuous formation of skyrmions. The present geometry for skyrmion generation is very efficient, resulting in the observed threshold current 3 orders of magnitude smaller than suggested by previous simulation studies \((10^{7-8} \text{ A/cm}^2)\) in MnSi thin films with a bulk DMI where the driving mechanism is the conventional spin transfer torque \([100]\). Below this threshold for continuous skyrmion generation, there is a threshold depinning current \(j_{e-st} = \pm 4.1 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2\) that produces a steady motion of stripe domains. The force (pressure) on the stripe from SOT at this current exceeds the one required to maintain its shape.

When \(j_{e-st} < j_e < j_{e-sk}\), the stripe domains are moving smoothly through the constriction and prevail at both sides of devices, with just the occasional formation of skyrmions.

3.2.3 Effect of topology on the dynamics:
(a) Depinning and Motion of synthesized \(S = 1\) skyrmions

The magnetic skyrmion bubbles discussed so far have a topological charge given by the skyrmion number \(S = 1\), as is determined by wrapping the unit magnetization vector over the sphere \(S = 1/4\pi \int \mathbf{m} \cdot (\partial_x \mathbf{m} \times \partial_y \mathbf{m}) \, dx \, dy\) \([101, 102]\). These \(S = 1\) synthetic skyrmions move thanks to the opposite direction of effective SOTs on the opposite sides of the skyrmion (Fig. 3.3E). Following the initialization by a current pulse \(j_e = +5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2\) (which is larger than the threshold current \(j_{e-sk}\) for generating skyrmions), we studied the efficient depinning and
motion of synthetic skyrmions (Figs. 3.3, F-I) at \( B_\perp = -0.5 \) mT. At the current density \( j_e = +3 \times 10^4 \) A/cm\(^2\), there is no migration of stripe domain through the constriction (hence an absence of newly-formed skyrmions). It is however, clear to see that the previously generated skyrmions at the right side of the device are gradually moving away following the electron flow direction. During the motion, no measurable distortion of these synthetic skyrmions is observed within the experimental resolution, consistent with the well-defined chirality of the skyrmion bubble. The average velocity \( \bar{v} = \ell / \Delta t \) is determined by dividing the displacement \( \ell \) with the total time period \( \Delta t \). For the present current density, the motion of synthetic skyrmion is stochastic and influenced by random pinning with an average velocity of about 10 \( \mu \)m/s, the current dependence of which is summarized in Fig. 3.3J. The ratio of the velocity to the applied current is comparable to what is observed for the chiral DW motion in the related systems [85, 86].

(b) Current characteristics of \( S = 0 \) magnetic bubbles

Because of the competition between long-range dipolar and short-range exchange interaction, a system with a weak perpendicular magnetic anisotropy undergoes a spin reorientation transition with in-plane magnetic fields that is typified by a stripe-to-bubble domain phase transition [99, 103]. Such an in-plane field induced bubble state is established by sweeping magnetic field from \( B_\parallel = +100 \) mT to \( B_\parallel = +10 \) mT. Current-driven characteristics of the in-plane field induced magnetic bubbles are in stark contrast to the mobile magnetic skyrmions generated from SOTs. These bubbles shrink and vanish in the presence of a positive electron current density (Figs. 3.4, A-E), or elongate and transform into stripe domains in the presence of negative electron current density (Figs. 3.4, F-J). Such a distinct difference directly indicates the
different spin structures surrounding these field induced bubbles, and thereby different skyrmion numbers.

Fig. 3.4 Absence of motion for the in-plane magnetic fields stabilized $S = 0$ magnetic bubbles. (A) In-plane magnetic field induced bubbles are created by first saturating at in-plane field $B_\parallel = +100$ mT and subsequently decreasing to $B_\parallel = +10$ mT. Depending on the direction of the current, these magnetic bubbles either shrink or expand. (A) – (E) The shrinking bubbles are observed upon increasing the current
density from \( j_e = +5 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) to \( +2.5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) in \( 5 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) steps. (F)-(J) The expansion of bubbles is revealed for currents from \( j_e = -0.5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) to \( -2.5 \times 10^5 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) in \( 5 \times 10^4 \text{ A/cm}^2 \) steps.

For the in-plane field induced magnetic bubbles, because the spin structures of DWs follow the external magnetic fields [62, 87, 104] (Fig. 3.5), the corresponding skyrmion number is \( S = 0 \). Because of the same direction of the spin Hall effective fields given by the reversed DW orientations, topologically trivial \( S = 0 \) magnetic bubbles experience opposite forces on the DWs at opposite ends. This leads to either a shrinking or elongation of the bubbles depending on the direction of currents, which is consistent with our experimental observation. This also explains the in-plane current induced perpendicular magnetization switching in the presence of in-plane fields [62, 105].

Fig. 3.5 Illustration of topology’s effect on dynamics: the results are linked to the different spin textures that were stabilized along the DW by the in-plane magnetic fields, namely, \( S = 0 \) skyrmion bubbles, which lead to different orientations of the spin Hall effective fields and different directions of DW motion as illustrated.

### 3.2.4 Outlook for skyrmionics
Recent experimental efforts towards creating individual magnetic skyrmions use either tunnelling current from a low-temperature spin-polarized scanning tunnelling microscope [106] or geometrical confinement via sophisticated nanopatterning [107-109]. Our results demonstrate that spatially divergent current-induced SOTs can be an effective way for dynamically generating mobile magnetic skyrmions at room temperature in commonly accessible material systems. The size of these synthetic skyrmions could be scaled down by properly engineering the material specific parameters that control the various competing interactions in magnetic nanostructures [91, 92, 110]. We expect that similar instabilities will be generated from divergent charge current flows. Whereas the mechanism for synthetic skyrmion generation can be qualitatively linked to the spatially divergent spin Hall spin torque, a comprehensive understanding of this dynamical conversion, particularly at the picosecond/nanosecond time scale where the intriguing magnetization dynamics occurs, requires further experimental and theoretical investigations. Spatially divergent SOT-driven structures also offer a readily accessible model system for studying topological transitions and complex “flow” instabilities [89], where the parameters governing the flow, such as surface tension, can be systematically tuned by the magnetic interactions. At the same time, this dynamic approach for skyrmion generation in the near future could enable the demonstration of advanced skyrmionic device concepts, for example, functional skyrmion racetrack memory [91, 93, 94, 111].

3.3 Electric-field guiding of magnetic skyrmions

Having demonstrated motion of skyrmions by current-induced SOT, we now show theoretically that when combined with voltage-induced SOT these skyrmions can be guided along desired pathways. In particular, we find that for a fixed current, the electric-field (via voltage-induced SOT) can control both the speed and the direction of skyrmion motion. More
importantly, we show that by applying electric-fields in a certain pattern, defined via gated structures, skyrmions can be guided along desired trajectories. We also identify the mechanism for this electric-field control of skyrmion motion, which can be explained in terms of the change in the static properties of skyrmions, brought about by the electric-field induced modification of the micromagnetic free energy. Finally, utilizing this additional electrical knob we show that the realm of skyrmionics can be extended beyond the race-track-like memory applications, to possibly realize logic and computing functionalities. To this end, the structure we study theoretically is similar to the experimental structure presented in previous section (heavy metal/ferromagnet/insulator) and is depicted in Fig.3.6. The ferromagnet has a perpendicular easy axis and a skyrmion in such a film is stabilized by dipolar interactions [112] even in the absence of DMI.

![Fig. 3.6 Schematic of the system: A ferromagnet(FM) layer with a skyrmion, sandwiched between a heavy metal(HM) and a dielectric, breaking the symmetry along the z axis. A current through HM with density J drives skyrmion via SOT, while simultaneously local electric fields (oriented along z) can be applied at a gate region by an external voltage V.](image)

3.3.1 Electric-field effect: statics

The dynamic control of skyrmions, as will be explained later, can be understood in terms of the modification of their static properties. To this end, we discuss first the electric-field effect on the static properties of a skyrmion. In general, two separate regimes can be defined based on the stability of the skyrmion. In the first regime, the skyrmion remains stable with a smooth change in its diameter $D_s$, and the domain-wall width $\Delta_w$, surrounding the skyrmion. This change occurs in order to minimize the micromagnetic energy corresponding to the electric-field induced modification of perpendicular anisotropy: the energy cost, due to deviation of magnetization from the easy axis in the wall region, increases with increasing $K$. In an attempt to reduce this energy cost, the domain wall area ($\sim 2\pi D_s \Delta_w$) is reduced resulting in decrease of both diameter of skyrmion and the wall-width. In the second regime, on the other hand, the skyrmion itself becomes unstable. This instability occurs close to the out-of-plane to in-plane transition of magnetization when the perpendicular anisotropy is lowered to a value, such that, the perpendicular anisotropy energy is overwhelmed by the dipole-dipole interaction, due to the out of plane component of the magnetization.

To demonstrate the qualitative picture presented above in a specific numerical model, we perform micromagnetic simulations for a DDI-stabilized skyrmion (i.e. with DMI strength set to zero) with saturation magnetization, $M_s = 920$ emu/cm$^3$ and exchange stiffness $A = 1 \mu$ - erg/cm$^3$. In order to take electric-field-induced modification of perpendicular anisotropy into account, the strength of perpendicular anisotropy was varied in the range $K = [2, 5.5] \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$. This range corresponds to films with $K = 4.25 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$, in the absence of electric-field, and a maximum value of electric-field being $\sim 1$ MV/cm, for a coupling constant $\zeta = 20$ erg/V·cm$^2$. These material parameters are typical for strain-based ferromagnet/dielectric
heterostructures such as CoPd(alloys)/PMN-PT, which are chosen as they exhibit one of the largest values of magneto-electric coupling (i.e. $\zeta$) at room temperature [113]. In addition, a DDI skyrmion state has been found to be stable in finite-sized nanodisks of cobalt- and iron-based ferromagnets with similar material parameters [114, 115]. The simulated magnetic films are assumed to be two-dimensional with periodic boundary conditions in the film plane and a thickness of $t = 32$ nm. Additionally, an external magnetic field of strength $H_a/H_d = 0.3$ with $H_d = 4\pi M_s$, is applied along the z-axis, which is needed to stabilize a DDI skyrmion for films of infinite extent. All micromagnetic simulations are performed using LLG Micromagnetic Simulator [116] with temperature set to zero.

Fig. 3.7 Static properties of skyrmion as a function of perpendicular anisotropy $K$: broken vertical line marks approximate boundary between two regions. For $K > 4.25 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$, skyrmion is stable, with its micromagnetic configuration for $K = 4.5 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$ shown at top right corner. Here $m_z$ denotes the out of plane component of the magnetization vector, while the in-plane components are shown with an arrow. The diameter and domain-wall width surrounding the skyrmion in this region is represented by triangle and square markers, respectively. For $K < 4.25 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$ the skyrmion is unstable, instead a multi-domain/ in-plane state is favored.
To study the static properties of a skyrmion, the initial magnetization was set close to a film with a single skyrmion state, i.e. with a central region of sufficiently large diameter pointing along $-z$ and the rest of the film oriented along $+z$. This initial configuration was then allowed to relax to equilibrium for each value of perpendicular anisotropy. The result of such a procedure is summarized in Fig. 3.7. For anisotropy strength, $K < K_c = 4.25 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$ the single skyrmion state is unstable, favoring a multi-domain (for relatively strong $K$, i.e between 3- and $4.25 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$) or in-plane magnetization (for still weaker anisotropies, i.e. $K < 3 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$). Such a behavior is typical for films, where the out-of-plane magnetization-induced dipole energy ($\sim M_s^2$) starts dominating the perpendicular anisotropy energy ($K$). This picture can be further confirmed by calculating the so-called quality factor $Q = K/2\pi M_s^2$ which has a value of $Q_c \sim 0.8$, i.e. close to one, at the critical anisotropy, $K_c$. On the other hand, for $K > K_c$ in the simulations, the resulting equilibrium configuration is that of a single skyrmion (shown in the inset of Fig. 3.7). As expected, in order to minimize the dipole-dipole interaction energy in the wall, the DDI skyrmion is ``Bloch-like'' with skyrmion number $N = 1$. Moreover, increasing anisotropy results in decreasing diameter and wall-width surrounding the skyrmion, supporting the qualitative argument presented above.

3.3.2 Electric-field effect : dynamics

In this section we show how the modification of static properties of the skyrmion results in the electric-field control of current-induced skyrmion motion. Corresponding to the two regimes, defined for modification of static properties, there exist two qualitatively different regimes for the dynamic control.(i) When a uniform electric field with a magnitude below a
critical value is applied, such that the skyrmion remains stable, the change in $D_s$ and $\Delta_w$ results in change in the magnitude and the direction of skyrmion motion. (ii) On the other hand, defining unstable regions for skyrmions by application of a non-uniform electric-field above the critical value, results in constraining skyrmion motion along desired paths (which we refer to as the "guiding regime" below). To gain more insight into this connection between electric-field-induced static and dynamic control, we begin with an analytical model of current-induced skyrmion motion based on Thiele's collective coordinate approach.

Analytical model — In the collective coordinate approach, the relevant degrees of freedom, describing the equation of motion of a magnetic-texture, are given by the so-called soft modes [117]. The most relevant soft modes for a skyrmion in an infinite film are its rigid translations in the film plane. Consequently, the collective coordinates included for describing the motion of a skyrmion are $(X, Y)$ which label the position of the skyrmion's center along the $x$ and $y$ axis, respectively. Within this approximation, LLG equation can be reduced to the following equation of motion [117]

$$G \times v - \Gamma v + F^s + F^u = 0 \tag{3.2}$$

where $v \equiv (\dot{X}, \dot{Y})$ is the velocity vector, while $G \equiv (0, 0, G)$ with $G \equiv -\int m \cdot \partial_x m \times \partial_y m$. Inclusion of other modes, such as wall fluctuations, results in deviations from the rigid motion approximation and endows Eq.3.2 with a "mass term" [118], which is not the focus of the current study. The first term describes the "Lorentz force" due to the skyrmion's non-trivial topology induced fictitious magnetic field [119]. Furthermore, the integrand in $G$ is the local solid angle, making $G$ independent of the exact magnetization texture and simply proportional to the skyrmion number, i.e. $G = 4\pi N$. The second and third terms originate from the Gilbert damping and current-induced spin-orbit field term in LLG, respectively, with $\Gamma = \alpha \int \partial_x m \cdot$
\[ \partial_x \mathbf{m} \] and \( F_i^s = \gamma \eta \int \partial_i \mathbf{m} \cdot \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{y} \), where \( i \) labels the cartesian coordinates. Finally, the fourth term represents the force due to variation of the skyrmion's `potential energy" \( U \), i.e. \( F^u = -\nabla U \). The skyrmion's potential energy is, in turn, defined as \( (X,Y) \equiv (\gamma t/M_s) \int \mathcal{F} + \frac{\zeta E m_0^2}{2} \), where the integral is performed for the magnetic configuration of a skyrmion with its center located at \( (X,Y) \). In contrast to \( G \); \( \Gamma \), \( F_i^s \) and \( F^u \) depend on the exact functional form of the magnetization.

In general, the functional form of \( F^u \) will depend on the interaction of the skyrmion with its `environment" and will be discussed for the two regimes below, while analytical expressions are obtained for the dissipative and spin-orbit forces using Thiele's ansatz [120] for a skyrmion's magnetic configuration as \( \Gamma = \alpha \pi^2 D_s/\Delta_w \) and \( F^s = (0, \gamma \eta \pi^2 D_s/2) \). Within this Thiele's ansatz, the integrand for \( \Gamma \) and \( F^s \) is assumed to be non-zero near the wall region, where the magnetization profile, parameterized by the polar( \( \theta \) ) and azimuthal( \( \phi \) ) angles as \( \mathbf{m} = (\sin \theta \cos \phi, \sin \theta \sin \phi, \cos \theta) \), is given by \( \cos \theta(r) = \tanh \pi r/\Delta_w \). Additionally, in order to compare to micromagnetics, the Bloch-like DDI skyrmion configuration with \( N = 1 \) is used, i.e. \( \phi(\varphi) = \varphi + \pi/2 \) with \((r,\varphi)\) representing the two-dimensional film plane in cylindrical coordinates.

We begin by looking at the regime when a uniform electric-field, having a magnitude below the critical value required to make the skyrmion unstable, is applied to the infinite film. In this case, the skyrmion's potential energy is independent of its location and hence \( F^u = 0 \). Consequently, solving Eq.3.2 for velocity, we obtain:

\[
\nu = \frac{\gamma \eta / D_s}{8 \left\{ 1 + \left( \frac{\alpha \pi D_s}{4 \Delta_w} \right)^2 \right\}^{1/2}}; \psi = \tan^{-1} \frac{\alpha \pi D_s}{4 \Delta_w} \tag{3.3}
\]
Fig. 3.8 Velocity modulation for uniform electric-field: the schematic in the bottom shows the steady-state of skyrmion moving with velocity $\mathbf{v}$ and the corresponding forces acting on it. $\mathbf{F}^s$ represents current-induced spin-orbit force, while $\mathbf{G}\mathbf{v}$ and $\Gamma\mathbf{v}$ represent the Lorentz and damping force, respectively. Open square and triangle markers represent speed and the angle $\psi$ (between current and $\mathbf{v}$ as shown in the schematic) as obtained from analytical model. The corresponding speed and angle from micromagnetic simulations are represented by the closed square and triangle markers.

where $\mathbf{v}$ is the skyrmion's speed and $\psi$ is the angle between the skyrmion's motion and the current (see inset of Fig.3.8 for a schematic). This constitutes one of the main results of the analytical model, relating the skyrmion's static and dynamic properties. The electric-field control of skyrmion's motion in this regime is thus expected to enter via modification of $D_s$ and $\Delta_w$, as discussed in section III, and is shown in Fig.3.8 for the diameter and domain wall width extracted from static micromagnetic simulations. These analytical results are compared later against the velocities and angles extracted directly from dynamic micromagnetic simulations.

The dependence of $U$ on electric-field suggests another qualitatively different route to control the skyrmion's dynamics via application of non-uniform electric-field and consequently
``engineering'' desired forces $\mathbf{F}^u$. Interestingly in multiferroics, electric-field gradient-induced forces have been theoretically shown to induce Hall-like skyrmion motion [121]. Here, we propose the scenario where unstable regions [such as the one shown in the inset of Fig. 3.9 (a)] can be defined for skyrmions, where magnetization deviates from the out-of-plane direction, due to the application of an electric field above the critical value. In this case, $\mathbf{F}^u$ becomes non-zero as the skyrmion approaches the boundary between the stable and unstable regions due to dipolar interaction, as explained next. The dipolar fields originating from the ``core'' (i.e. the region inside the skyrmion's diameter) point in a direction opposite to the core's magnetization in the region outside the skyrmion's core. Deviation of magnetization from this dipolar field direction in the unstable region will thus result in a higher dipolar energy when compared with skyrmions interacting with the film in the absence of unstable regions [as illustrated in Fig. 3.9 (b)].

![Fig. 3.9 Skyrmion guiding regime: (a) the bottom schematic shows the steady-state of a skyrmion moving along the boundary between stable and unstable regions (marked by a horizontal broken line) and corresponding forces. The angle between current and the normal to this boundary is represented by $\beta$. In addition to current-induced force, the damping force and the Lorentz force (as also shown in Fig. 3.8), there exist a dipolar force between the skyrmion and in-plane magnetization in the unstable region, denoted by $\mathbf{F}^u$. The skyrmion's speed along the boundary as a function of $\beta$ as obtained from the](image-url)
micromagnetic simulations is shown by the square marker. While the broken curve shows the result from the analytical model, i.e. Eq.3.4, for same current density. The origin of the dipolar force is illustrated in (b), which compares the interaction of a skyrmion with the environment in the presence (top schematic) and the absence (bottom schematic) of an unstable region. The red circular region represents the core of the skyrmion, with the magnetization inside and outside the skyrmion pointing along $-z$ and $+z$, respectively, while the lines emanating from the cylinder represent the dipolar field due to the core region. The magnetization in the unstable region for the top schematic points in the plane as shown by the arrows.

Consequently, as the skyrmion moves closer to the boundary between the stable and unstable regions, the dipolar energy increases and results in non-zero $F^u$ preventing the skyrmion to enter the unstable region. Due to this additional $F^u$ a new steady state is expected. This situation is very similar to the case of a skyrmion driven in nanowires, where in steady state the skyrmion is driven along the nanowire, with the dipolar forces from the boundary of the nanowire balancing the Lorentz force [122]. Thus generically it is expected that, for a range of drive currents, the skyrmion can be guided along the boundary between the stable and unstable regions, as depicted schematically in Fig.3.9. The advantage here, as compared to the nanowire case, is that this boundary is defined by application of the electric-field and hence can be constructed on the fly, providing a controllable method to "rewire skyrmion current". A general analytical expression for the velocity depends on the details of $F^u$, however a simple expression can be derived for the case when the magnetization configuration in the unstable region has translational symmetry along the boundary [such as the one shown in the schematic of Fig.3.9 (a)]. This translational symmetry demands that $F^u$ is oriented perpendicular to the boundary, whose magnitude is denoted by $F^u$. Solving for a steady state with the skyrmion moving along the boundary, taking the angle between the current and the normal to the boundary to be $\beta$, and
balancing the forces along and transverse to the boundary [as depicted in the inset of Fig.3.9 (a)], we obtain for the guiding regime:

\[ v = \gamma \eta J \frac{\Delta \omega}{2 \alpha} \cos \beta ; F_U = 4\pi v. \]  

(3.4)

We can see from the above expression that by orienting the electric field gate boundary with respect to the current, i.e. changing \( \beta \), the skyrmion's speed can be controlled dramatically. The position of the skyrmion with respect to the boundary, on the other hand, is given by the balance of Lorentz and dipolar forces, with the skyrmion pushed closer to the boundary for larger currents. We will now compare these analytical insights to the micromagnetic simulations and, in particular, prove the existence of the electric-field-controlled skyrmion guiding regime.

*Micromagnetics*—The micromagnetic simulations were performed for a DDI skyrmion with the same material parameters as used in the case for static simulations. In addition a current-induced spin–orbit torque, with \( \eta = \hbar \theta_s / 2 e M_s t \) and \( \theta_s = 0.2 \) [31], was turned on as the driving force for all the simulations presented in this section. As noted in previous chapter a field–like SOT will not induce motion and hence is not included in these simulations. The dynamics were calculated by integrating LLG with a damping parameter \( \alpha = 0.05 \). In Fig.3.8 we first compare the results for a uniform electric-field with a magnitude below the critical field. These results are obtained for a single skyrmion moving in a film, with periodic boundary conditions along the film plane, and a fixed current density of \( J = 10^8 \) A/cm\(^2\), while simultaneously varying the anisotropy throughout the film in the stable range. As can be seen, both the speed and the angle of the skyrmion with respect to the current direction are modulated by application of the electric-field. Moreover for the range of electric-field magnitudes studied here, the trend predicted by the analytical model fits the obtained \( v \) and \( \psi \) well, both qualitatively and quantitatively, substantiating the analytical picture presented above. For the material parameters used, the
electric-field modulation shown in this regime is, however, relatively weak. For a much stronger control of skyrmion dynamics, we next turn towards the other regime, i.e application of a non-uniform electric-field.

Fig. 3.10 Micromagnetic simulations showing the guiding by electric field: (a) Initial state showing a stable skyrmion with \( K = 4.25 \times 10^6 \text{erg/cm}^3 \) in the region above the horizontal dashed line and in-plane magnetization below it, where \( K = 2 \times 10^6 \text{erg/cm}^3 \). A current, with density \( J \), and making an angle \( \beta \) with the normal to the boundary between stable and unstable regions, provides the driving force for the skyrmion. The inset shows the color code for out of plane magnetization, while the in-plane components are shown by arrows. The snapshot of simulation after (b) 5 ns, (c) 10 ns and (d) 20 ns, are shown with the arrows alongside the skyrmion representing the instantaneous direction of the skyrmion's motion.

To demonstrate the skyrmion guiding regime by defining unstable regions for skyrmions, micromagnetic simulations were performed with the value of \( K = 4.25 \times 10^6 \text{erg/cm}^3 \) in the stable (unstable) regions marked in Fig.3.10. The dynamics was then simulated for a skyrmion driven by current, with the initial state of a single skyrmion in the stable region. In Fig.3.10 we
show various snapshots of the results of these simulations. First note that, as was discussed in the section III, the magnetization in the unstable region goes to an in-plane state. In the initial stage of the simulation, i.e. when the skyrmion is relatively far from the the unstable region [Fig 3.10 (b)], the skyrmion behaves very similar to $F_u$ case moving at an angle with respect to the current. However, as the skyrmion approaches the boundary between the stable and unstable region [Fig.3.10 (c)] a non-zero $F_u$ deflects the skyrmion, preventing it from entering the unstable region. After $T = 40$ ns a new steady state is reached with the skyrmion moving along the boundary between the stable and unstable region [Fig.3.10 (d)] and hence proving the existence of the guiding regime. The robustness of this steady state was checked by varying the magnitude of drive current density. For this example, the skyrmion is still driven along the boundary for current density below $J = 5 \times 10^8$ A/cm$^2$. As the drive force increases, with increasing current density, the skyrmion is pushed closer to the boundary according to Eq. 3.4. However, above $J = 5 \times 10^8$ A/cm$^2$ the drive force overcomes $F_u$, resulting in the skyrmion entering the unstable region where it is annihilated. Motivated by applications, we next discuss how this regime of skyrmion guiding could provide new opportunities for constructing possible spintronic devices.

3.3.3 Skyrmionics beyond racetracks

Nanosized skyrmions can be used as non-volatile information carriers in a spintronic device owing to their stability against thermal fluctuations. The information stored in the skyrmion can, in turn, be read both optically or electrically (by utilizing various magneto-resistance effects such as topological Hall effect [123], tunneling- [124] or giant- [125, 126] magnetoresistance). One such proposed example of a spintronic device is a race-track memory, where information stored in a magnetic texture is moved by current to a desired location where it
can be read or written [83]. With the discovery of current-induced skyrmion motion, skyrmions in a nanowire are considered as a promising alternate to “conventional” domains in a race-track memory as they show very weak pinning by external impurities requiring orders of magnitude lower critical depinning currents. The new possibility of controlling “skyrmion current” by the electrical-field presented here is thus expected to open up novel avenues of information processing with skyrmions. We demonstrate this by specifically showing via micromagnetic simulations that electric-field gates can be used to turn “skyrmion currents” off, i.e. providing a transistor-like operation, and deflect information carried by skyrmions in specific parts of the spintronic circuit, i.e. a multiplexer-like operation.

Fig. 3.11 Micromagnetic simulations showing the transistor-like function: top schematic shows the initial state with a skyrmion located on the right end of the nanowire, along with a current pulse of 10 ns passed through the heavy metal underlayer. An external electric-field can be applied locally via a voltage over a gate region indicated in the figure. The resulting location of the skyrmion at the end of the pulse when the gate is in OFF (bottom left) and ON (bottom right) state.
To demonstrate the transistor-like operation, a nanowire geometry is adopted in the simulations with width of the nanowires set at 200 nm. The anisotropy strength was \( K = 4.25 \times 10^6 \text{ erg/cm}^3 \) throughout the simulations everywhere in the nanowire except in a region of width 50 nm defined as the gate. To simulate the effect of electric-field applied on the gated region, the anisotropy value was dropped to \( K = 2 \times 10^6 \text{ erg/cm}^3 \) when the gate is in the "ON" state and kept at \( K = 4.25 \times 10^6 \text{ erg/cm}^3 \) in the "OFF" state. The rest of the parameters are same as for the dynamical simulations presented above. The result of the application of a drive current pulse along the \( x \) axis of duration \( t_p = 10 \text{ ns} \) is shown in Fig. 3.11. When the gate is in the OFF state, the skyrmion is driven past the gate region along the nanowire (Fig. 3.11 bottom left). On the other hand, when the same current pulse is applied in the presence of a gate voltage, the skyrmion is blocked by the gate (Fig. 3.11 bottom right), due to the repulsive dipolar forces from the unstable gated region, thus exhibiting a transistor-like function. This situation is the special case of the guiding regime, i.e. Eq. 3.4, with \( \beta = 90 \).

Fig. 3.12 Micromagnetic simulations showing the multiplexer-like function: top schematic shows the initial state for two magnetic nanowires coming together at the "wing-shaped" junction with a skyrmion located at the right end of the upper arm. A local external field can be applied at the shown gate region.
The result of the simulation at the end of a current pulse of 10ns passed through the heavy metal underlayer when the gate is OFF (bottom left schematic) and ON (bottom right schematic).

Next we simulate a "wing-shaped" nanowire junction, with two nanowires, each of width 200 nm, meeting at an angle representing two different arms of a spintronic circuit. A gate in this case is defined on one of the arms as shown in Fig.3.12 which also shows snapshots of the simulations. When the gate is OFF, a current pulse along the $x$ axis in this case drives the skyrmion to the lower arm (Fig.3.12 bottom left). This motion is similar to a skyrmion moving at an angle with the current due to the Lorentz force, as seen for a skyrmion moving in an infinite film. However, when the gate voltage is turned on, the skyrmion driven by the same current pulse is deflected off the gate region into the upper arm (Fig.3.12 bottom right). Such structures can thus be used to rewire the skyrmion current into specific parts of the circuit.

### 3.4 Electric-field-induced domain-wall motion

We next turn towards motion of domain walls in the absence of current. This is achieved by using the voltage-induced SOT mentioned in section 1.5. To be specific, we analyze the equilibrium magnetic texture in a ferromagnet(F)$\backslash$insulator (I)$\backslash$F heterostructure with an elliptical cross section, i.e., an MTJ, where one of the ferromagnetic layers is pinned and the other free. See Fig. 3.13, where the role of voltage-induced SOT is to control the perpendicular anisotropy. For making connection with experiments we choose the microscopic mechanism for the voltage-induced SOT to be charge-based voltage control of magnetic anisotropy, i.e. VCMA. The presence of inhomogeneous stray fields from the pinned layer are essential to decrease the energy cost for out-of-plane magnetization and therefore encourage out-of-plane texture. By performing micromagnetic simulations, we find that a domain wall can be stabilized when the
perpendicular anisotropy, controlled by applied voltage, overcomes the out-of-plane demagnetization field. Informed by micromagnetic simulations, we study the VCMA-induced dynamics of this confined domain-wall by analytically modeling it as a quasi-one-dimensional magnetic wire. We find that VCMA induces precessional dynamics which can be exploited to switch the chirality of a Neel domain wall or force it to escape confinement.

![Diagram of MTJ stack](image)

Fig. 3.13 The MTJ stack modeled by micromagnetic simulations: the free layer/insulator interface gives rise to an interfacial anisotropy $K^\perp$ with vertical easy axis, controlled by a voltage, $V$. [47, 127] Pinned layer is kept fixed to point along $-x$.

### 3.4.1. Stabilizing a domain wall: Equilibrium Configurations

We consider a device geometry, shown in Fig. 3.13, which consists of an MTJ with a free ferromagnetic layer and a pinned ferromagnetic layer, pointing along $-x$, separated by an insulator having thicknesses $t_F$, $t_p$ and $t_I$ respectively. The cross section of the heterostructure is an ellipse where the semimajor axis is along the $x$ direction and the semi-minor axis is along the $y$ direction.
There are several magnetic configurations necessary to characterize the equilibrium states of our system as a function of perpendicular anisotropy. We schematically draw them in Fig. 3.14. The magnetization can be primarily in the plane of the ellipse along the $x$ axis [see Fig.3.14 (a)], however the texture near the edges of the ellipse tend to follow the stray fields of the pinned layer and cant out of plane at angle $\theta_c$. If the perpendicular anisotropy is large enough, the magnetization points entirely along the $z$ axis [see Fig.3.14 (b)]. Fig.3.14 (c) and (d) depict Neel and Bloch domain walls, respectively, where the magnetic domains are along the $z$ axis. A third domain wall, we call Bloch-like, in which the magnetization in the center of the domain wall is in-plane and aligned at an angle $\phi$ away from the $x$ axis [see Fig.3.14 (e) and Fig.3.15 for a micromagnetic snapshot]. A Neel (Bloch) domain wall is a limiting example of a Bloch-like wall with $\phi = 0$ ($\phi = \pi/2$) and can smoothly interpolate between Neel and Bloch domain walls, as follows: When the domain-wall width ($\delta_W$), schematically drawn in Fig.3.14 (f) and controlled by perpendicular anisotropy, is large the energy is minimized due to dipolar interactions when the central region points along the $x$ axis. As $\delta_W$ is decreased, becoming narrower than the semiminor axis of the ellipse, the dipole energy in the Neel wall increases, forcing the magnetization at the center of the wall to orient away from the $x$ axis to a finite value of $\phi$. 

![Magnetic Configurations](image.png)
Fig. 3.14 Schematics of the relevant equilibrium configurations: (a) in-plane state with canted edges, (b) perpendicular state, (c) Neel domain wall, (d) Bloch domain wall, and (e) the intermediate domain wall where $\phi$ is the angle of magnetization at the center of the ellipse with respect to the $x$ axis. The lower right hand frame (f) depicts the domain wall width, i.e. the central region delineated with vertical lines, much larger (top) and smaller (bottom) than the semiminor axis of the ellipse corresponding to a Neel and Bloch wall, respectively.

To develop a precise numerical model using micromagnetic simulations we take the magnetization saturation $M_s = 1200$ emu/cm$^3$ and exchange stiffness $A = 2 \mu$-erg/cm. The perpendicular anisotropy is assumed to be of the form, $K^\perp = k^\perp/t_F$, with $k^\perp = 1.35$ erg/cm$^2$. These choices of material parameters are typical for a CoFeB/MgO interface [128]. For equilibrium simulations we control the perpendicular anisotropy by varying the free layer thickness. The major and minor axes are 300 nm and 100 nm respectively, while the thickness $t_I = 2$ nm and $t_P = 2.5$ nm. All the simulation results presented in this paper are obtained for zero temperature and are performed using the LLG Micromagnetic Simulator.[116] The phase diagram was constructed by initializing the free magnetic layer along $x$ or along the $z$ direction and allowing the system to relax to equilibrium (possibly resulting in two different configurations) for values of $t_F$ ranging between 1.4 nm and 1.6 nm. Although increasing the thickness will change the demagnetization energy and influence of the stray fields, we do not expect it to significantly change our results. Energy of these equilibrium configurations are plotted as a function of perpendicular anisotropy in Fig. 3.15.

When the thickness is large $t_F > 1.5$ nm, the magnetization is primarily in-plane with canted edges and we identify the texture with the schematic in Fig.3.14 (a). As the perpendicular anisotropy increases, $\theta_c$ increases until $K^\perp \sim 8.7 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$ when the out-of-plane
perpendicular anisotropy field overcomes the demagnetization field resulting in two stable magnetic configurations. The ground state is a Neel domain wall while we find an additional metastable state with magnetization perpendicular to the interface. The domain wall width decreases monotonically with increasing perpendicular anisotropy and at $K^\perp \sim 9.1 \times 10^6 \text{erg/cm}^3$ the energy of the Neel domain-wall configuration surpasses that of the perpendicular state, which is now the most energetically favorable configuration. Although the perpendicular state remains the ground state, when $K^\perp \sim 9.2 \times 10^6 \text{erg/cm}^3$ the metastable Neel state undergoes a second-order phase transition to the Bloch-like wall with symmetry broken between $+\phi$ and $-\phi$. Further increasing the perpendicular anisotropy shrinks the domain wall, thus increasing $\phi$. This control of $\phi$ with perpendicular anisotropy will be central in the discussion of dynamics in the following sections.

Fig. 3.15 The dependence of energy of equilibrium configurations on the interfacial perpendicular anisotropy: the vertical lines mark approximate boundaries between regions marked I-IV. Region I has only in-plane state with canted edges (schematically shown in Fig.3.14 a) as a stable state, region II has both Neel domain wall (schematically shown in Fig.3.14 c) and perpendicular (monodomain) states, with domain walls having lower energy. In region III perpendicular states become lower in energy whereas in
region IV the Neel domain wall starts transforming into Bloch form (referred as Bloch-like wall with its micromagnetic configuration, corresponding to $K^\perp = 9.4$ mega-erg/cc, also shown in region IV).

### 3.4.2 Electric-field-induced domain wall dynamics: Simulations

In this section we consider the dynamic response of Neel wall configuration to voltage. First we focus on the micromagnetics governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation then, informed by these numerical results, we develop a phenomenological quasi-one-dimensional model, based on the Walker ansatz,[129] and find qualitative agreement between the two.

**Micromagnetics**—The dynamic simulations are performed using the LLG equation:

$$\partial_t \mathbf{m} = -\gamma \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} + \alpha \mathbf{m} \times \partial_t \mathbf{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where $\mathbf{m}$ is the unit vector pointing along the position-and time-dependent magnetization configuration of the free layer, $\alpha$ is the Gilbert damping and $\gamma$ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The effective field, $\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}}$, includes contributions from demagnetization field, exchange field and anisotropy field. In particular, now we have specialized to the case of only voltage induced torque, which enters due to electric-field dependent anisotropy field which is taken into account by making $K^\perp = (k^\perp + \zeta E)/t_F$, in line with recent experiments, where $E$ is the electric field.

The magneto-electric coupling coefficient is taken to be $\zeta = 10^{-8}$ erg/V·cm (close to the experimental [130] and theoretical value [131]), $\alpha = 0.01$ and $t_F = 1.5$ nm, while leaving all other parameters as in the previous section. Because we are primarily interested in low dissipation devices, we include the Gilbert damping but do not include other dissipative torques (e.g. spin transfer torque) allowed by symmetry.[44] We initialize the system so that the free layer is a Neel domain wall which, for these parameters, is the ground state of our system. To
induce motion we turn on an electric field abruptly to a non zero value and allow the domain wall to equilibrate to a new equilibrium state. We summarize the resultant motion in Fig.3.16.

![Fig. 3.16 Comparison between micromagnetics and 1D Model: (top panel) the maximum deviation of domain wall from the center, $X_{max}^{DC}$, obtained for electric field applied in a step-like fashion, (bottom panel) the dynamical approach to a Bloch-like wall from the initial configuration of a Neel wall, for same electric field magnitude in micromagnetic simulations (bottom left) and 1D Model (bottom right). Here solid lines depict the position ($X$) while the dashed lines show the angle ($\phi$) of the domain wall.]

The top panel of Fig.3.16 shows the maximum deviation of the domain wall, $X_{max}^{DC}$, from its equilibrium at the center of the ellipse as a function of the electric field magnitude. Below some critical value of electric field $E_c = 0.35$ V/nm, domain-wall motion is not induced, i.e. $X_{max}^{DC} = 0$. However when the magnitude of the electric field exceeds $E_c$, the domain wall position and angle oscillate, differing by a $\pi/2$ phase, as shown in the lower left hand panel of Fig. 3.16. Note that the time axis in the lower left hand panel begins at $\sim 25$ ns because below this time the dynamics are dominated by high frequency modes wherein the long-time dynamics of the domain-wall position, $X$, and tilt, $\phi$ are ill-defined. Importantly, $E_c$ corresponds to a perpendicular anisotropy of $K^\perp \sim 9.3 \times 10^6$ erg/cm$^3$ which is near the value of perpendicular
anisotropy where the domain wall transitions from Neel to Bloch-like. That is, below the critical field an electric field pulse will change the width of the Neel wall but not the type of domain wall. Above the critical field the domain wall undergoes a Neel-to-Bloch-like transition, which in turn results in domain-wall motion.

3.4.2 Electric-field-induced domain wall dynamics : Analytical model

The micromagnetic simulations imply that the long-time domain-wall dynamics are dominated by the soft modes which can be characterized by the generalized coordinates $X$ and $\phi$ [see Fig.3.14 (e)]. To construct a phenomenological model of the domain-wall motion, we begin by writing down the free energy density consistent with the symmetries of our device geometry which is invariant under a mirror transformation in the $yz$ plane as well as a mirror transformation in the $xz$ plane followed by a $\pi$ rotation around the $z$ axis. Because $X \rightarrow -X$ under the former and $\sin \phi \rightarrow -\sin \phi$ under the latter, only even contributions of $X$ and $\sin \phi$ are allowed:

$$\mathcal{F}(X, \phi) = \frac{C}{2}X^2 + K_1 \sin^2 \phi + K_2 \sin^4 \phi \quad (3.6)$$

In principle $C$, $K_1$, $K_2$ are dependent on the material parameters, i.e. $A$, $M_s$, $K_\perp$, and device dimensions, which can be obtained by the substitution of the domain-wall configuration in the micromagnetic free energy, including contributions from dipole, exchange and anisotropy energies. However, analytical expressions of this dependence cannot be obtained due to complicated form of dipolar interactions among the ``magnetic charges'' residing at the top and bottom surface of the free layer, in the bulk of the domain wall, side surfaces ($xz$ plane) of the finite sized free layer and the ends of the pinned layer. In the present case we thus obtain $C$, $K_1$ and $K_2$ by comparing the phenomenological results with micromagnetic simulations as will be...
discussed later. Qualitatively, \( C \), parameterizing the strength of a parabolic confining potential due to both inhomogeneous stray fields from the pinned layer and the finite size of the free layer, is expected to increase with increasing dipolar energy and hence with increasing \( M_s \) of both pinned and free layers. The relative strength of \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) determines the easy plane of domain wall magnetic texture. On the other hand, as explained in section II, the angle which the easy plane makes with the \( x \) axis increases with decreasing domain-wall width. Thus, \( K_1/K_2 \) decreases with decreasing domain-wall width which, in turn, decreases with increasing \( K^\perp \) and decreasing \( A \). Because a positive \( K_2 \) is required for a smooth transition of equilibrium states from Neel to Bloch wall, we henceforth take \( K_2 > 0 \) to match micromagnetic simulations.

Higher order interactions and interactions of the form \( X^4 \) and \( X^2 \sin^2 \phi \) are in principle allowed but not necessary to reproduce Neel and Bloch-like equilibrium configurations and are thus disregarded in the spirit of constructing a minimal model. To find the equation of motion for the generalized coordinates we use the one-dimensional Walker ansatz which states, for \( m = (\sin \theta \cos \varphi, \sin \theta \sin \varphi, \cos \theta) \) with \( \theta \) and \( \varphi \) being polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, \( \varphi = \phi \) and \( \ln \tan \frac{\theta}{2} = \frac{x-x_0}{\delta W} \). The equations of motion for our generalized coordinates are immediately determined following Ref. [117]:

\[
\alpha \frac{\ddot{x}}{\delta W} + \dot{\phi} = \frac{\gamma H_c x}{\delta W} \\
\frac{\ddot{x}}{\delta W} - \alpha \dot{\phi} = \gamma \sin 2\phi (H_1 + H_2 \sin^2 \phi) \tag{3.7}
\]

where we have defined \( H_c \equiv \frac{\delta W C}{M_s} \), \( H_1 \equiv \frac{K_1}{M_s} \) and \( H_2 \equiv \frac{2K_2}{M_s} \). Because \( H_c > 0 \) and \( H_2 > 0 \), the stable fixed points of Eq. 3.7, \((X_0, \phi_0)\), depend on the value of \( H_1 \). For all stable solutions, the domain wall is at the center of the ellipse \((X_0 = 0)\) while the domain-wall angle takes the values
$0, \sin^{-1} \pm \sqrt{\frac{|H_1|}{H_2}}$ and $\pm 1$ for $H_1 > 0$, $0 > H_1 > -H_2$ and $-H_2 > H_1$ which correspond to a Neel, Bloch-like, and Bloch domain wall, respectively. The symmetry of the structure admits two solutions for any value of $H_1$.

In this model the phenomenological anisotropy fields, $H_1$ and $H_2$, and confining field $H_C$, are implicitly dependent on the perpendicular anisotropy $K^\perp$ and hence functions of the electric field. We therefore identify $E_C$ with the value of electric field at which $H_1$ becomes negative. The observed domain-wall motion in micromagnetic simulations can then be explained as the following. If $E < E_C$, the equilibrium position is the same for both, when electric field is on and off, and thus the domain-wall tilt, as well as the position, is always in the equilibrium resulting in no motion. However, if $E > E_C$, $\phi_0$ for the case when the electric field is on is different from when the electric field is off. The approach of $\phi$ to the new equilibrium in turn induces domain-wall motion according to Eq. 3.7.

In order to compare with micromagnetic simulations, we numerically integrate Eq. 3.7 first extracting values for the phenomenological parameters: $H_C$ is found by comparing the displacement of the Neel domain-wall in the micromagnetics and the phenomenological model as a function of externally applied magnetic field along the $z$ axis. $H_1$ and $H_2$ can then be obtained by matching $\phi_0$ and the resonance frequency of the micromagnetics to the quasi-one-dimensional model. The dynamics of the phenomenological model are shown in the lower right hand panel of Fig.3.16 showing the time dependence of a domain wall, initially in a Neel configuration, after an electric field is turned on. We find the phenomenological model qualitatively matches the micromagnetic simulations. The presented minimal model is also able to provide a reasonable quantitative estimate of $X_{max}^{DC}$, which will be useful in the following section.
3.4.3 Outlook for applications: Electric-field-induced depinning and chirality switching

Next we study the dependence of the electric field pulse duration, $T$, on domain-wall motion. In contrast to the previous section, $T$ is much shorter than the time for the domain-wall to reach equilibrium. By exploiting the VCMA-induced dynamics we find that a short pulsed electric field can switch the domain-wall chirality, i.e. $\phi_0 \to \phi_0 + \pi$, or induce a maximum displacement greater than the quasiequilibrium response, i.e. $X > X_{max}^{DC}$, for the same pulse magnitude. We comment on the application of the former to magnetic memory storage and the latter to racetrack memory.

We perform micromagnetic simulations using the geometry and material parameters given in the previous section. In Fig.3.18 (upper panel), we plot the maximum displacement of the domain wall, $X_{max}^P$, and find an oscillatory dependence as a function of pulse length. This is similar to pulsed switching of a monodomain by an applied magnetic field: [132] when an electric field pulse of magnitude $E > E_c$ is applied to our structure, the equilibrium domain-wall tilt changes from zero to a finite value which forces $\phi$ to oscillate around the new equilibrium. Because $\phi$ and $X$ are conjugate variables, the maximum domain-wall displacement increases with increasing tilt angle. Thus, turning off electric field pulse when $\phi$ is large enhances $X_{max}^P$, relative to $X_{max}^{DC}$. Control of $X_{max}^P$, by the duration of current pulses has likewise been demonstrated for the case of spin-torque induced domain-wall motion.[133]
Chirality switching—This control of the maximum amplitude of $\phi$ can be used to reverse the chirality of the domain wall. See Fig. 3.17 (upper panel). In micromagnetic simulations, we apply an electric field of magnitude 0.65 V/nm to a Neel wall initialized at $\phi_0 = 0$ which forces a new equilibrium value at $\phi_0 \sim 50^\circ$. As $\phi$ precesses around $\phi_0$, it goes past 90° at which time the electric field is turned off and $\phi$ precesses towards the nearest Neel wall equilibrium, $\phi_0 = 180^\circ$, switching the chirality. Likewise, we reproduce chirality switching in the phenomenological model [Fig. 3.17 (lower panel)]. Using the chirality to encode bit information, ``0'' when $\phi = 0$ and ``1'' when $\phi = 180^\circ$, tunnel magneto-resistance [124] with state ``0'' (having resistance $R_{AP}$) and state ``1'' (having resistance $R_P$) to read the chirality, and VCMA to switch it, domain-wall memory switch can be constructed. Although current-induced spin torque has also been used to
switch domain-wall chirality, [134] electric-field induced chirality switching provides a low-power attractive alternative. Moreover, the chirality affects the direction of the domain-wall velocity in the case of spin Hall driving. [34] Switching chirality via voltage can thus be used to reverse the direction of the spin-Hall driven motion (assuming one can overcome the barrier set by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [50, 51]).

Fig. 3.18 Pulse width dependence of maximum domain wall deviation and depinning: (top panel) oscillatory enhancement of maximum deviation of domain wall from center, obtained from micromagnetics for electric field $E = 0.65$ V/nm. The dash-dotted horizontal line depicts the long-time maximum deviation for the same electric field as reference, (bottom panel) phase plot depicting the dependence of depinning on the pulse width as obtained within the 1D model for $E = 0.65$ V/nm. The extent of the parabolic potential $X_C = 50$ nm is marked by the horizontal dash-dot lines while the trajectory for which the pulse is on and off is marked by a dashed and a solid line, respectively. Depinning occurs when pulse is turned off for $\phi$ close to $90^\circ$ (bottom right panel) whereas no depinning occurs when pulse is turned off for $\phi$ close to $0$ (bottom left panel).
Depinning of domain walls—We depart slightly from the free energy used in the previous sections, Eq. 3.6, and consider, instead of a parabolic potential $CX^2/2$, a "pinning parabolic potential" in which for $X > X_C$ the parabolic potential vanishes leaving all other parameters and the equation of motion, Eq. 3.7, unaltered. In this potential, if the displacement of the domain wall exceeds $X_C$ the domain wall is no longer localized to $X = 0$, i.e. "depins." Experimentally, this can be realized by depositing a pinned layer with length of the order of $X_C$ on top of a nanowire. Taking $X_C = 50$ nm and a pulse magnitude of $E = 0.65$ V/nm, we use the modified quasi-one-dimensional model to study the effect of pulse width on depinning. When $T = 100$ ns [Fig.3.18 (lower left panel)], the pulse turns off at $\phi \approx 0$ and the domain wall returns to $X = 0$. A pulse width of $T = 80$ ns [Fig.3.18 (lower right panel)] ends at $\phi \sim \pi/2$ displacing the domain wall further than $X_C$, and depinning it. The ability to achieve depinning via pulsing electric field, in the absence of currents, could provide a major technological advantage in terms of power consumption in, for instance, racetrack memory. [83] Another key difference from the corresponding spin-torque induced domain-wall motion is the direction of electric-field induced domain-wall motion. In the present case, the domain wall can move either to $+x$ or to $-x$ as the new equilibrium exists at both $\pm \phi_0$. A small $\pm y$ directed magnetic field, sufficient to overcome the thermal fluctuations, can break the aforementioned symmetry and favor $\pm \phi_0$, thus controlling the direction of motion.
CHAPTER 4: SOT in magnetic insulators & magnon-induced soliton motion

4.1 Motivation

Perhaps the biggest advantage offered by spin-orbit torques is that it provides a mechanism to excite magnetization dynamics even in magnetic insulators. The rise in interest in the use of magnetic insulators is again due to the main driving point of the thesis: cutting down on energy dissipation channels. In magnetic insulators the information is carried by magnons, the quantum of collective magnetic excitations known as spin-waves. As opposed to charge excitations, magnons are free from Joule heating and are thus desirable means of transport of spin, also referred to as “pure spin current”. In addition, a non-zero angular momentum carried by these Joule heating free magnons can be exchanged with magnetic solitons to induce their motion. Since magnetic insulators do not carry charge current it was not possible to apply spin transfer torque via the “traditional techniques”. However, SOT can still be applied by interfacing magnetic-insulators with heavy metals and hence allowing for electrical control of magnetic insulators.

In this chapter we specifically demonstrate quantitatively non-zero SOT on a magnetic insulator: Yittrium Iron Garnet (YIG). YIG is the golden standard for magnon-based information processing, referred to as magnonics. In the process, we develop an optical scheme to quantify SOT and show its superiority over the transport methods, especially for magnetic insulators, used up until now to characterize SOTs. Moreover as a proof of principle of ability of magnons to transfer angular momentum, we also demonstrate motion of domain walls induced by thermally excited magnons.
Fig 4.1 Microscopy of spin-orbit fields. a, Schematic of the current-induced magnetization dynamics by spin-orbit fields which is directly investigated for both metallic and insulating magnetic structures through the interaction of light with the magnetic order. b, The optical microscope image of the central region of the device in which the laser (white spot) is tightly focused at around the center of the device. The laser spot size is measured at ~1 μm, which is much smaller than the dimensions of the device, implying the imaging capabilities of the optical probe. c, Schematic of the experimental setup depicting the in-plane current and magnetic field and the backscattering geometry of the probe laser beam.

4.2 Experimental setup and theoretical considerations


The interaction of light with magnetic order through the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) is known as a powerful magnetometry approach for both metallic and insulating
magnets. In particular, linear and nonlinear dynamics of the magnetization in virtually any
direction, and with high spatial and time resolution, can be studied by employing various
microscopy and sub-picosecond pump-probe techniques [135, 136]. Here we utilize this MOKE
technique to quantitatively image magnetic oscillations induced by SOT.

The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 4.1, and details can be found in
Methods. In short, a linearly polarized laser beam is tightly focused at the center of a 20 \( \mu m \times 
130 \mu m \) Hall bar device. The laser spot is measured at \( \sim 1 \mu m \), much smaller than the
dimensions of the device (Fig. 4.1b). With an in-plane magnetic field, the magnetization at the
laser spot is probed through the magneto-optical Kerr rotation (\( \theta_K \)). The dynamics are induced
through the SOT via an in-plane AC current \( j = j_{AC} \sin \omega t \) while, at the same time, the adiabatic
current-induced change of the magnetization (\( \Delta \theta_K \)) at the laser spot is measured. In this
backscattering geometry, the Kerr angle is linearly proportional to the out-of-plane component of
the magnetization while the in-plane magnetization contributes through a second order term that
is sensitive to the polarization of the incident light. Thus, \( \theta_K \) is given by

\[
\theta_K = f_\perp m_z + f_\parallel m_l m_t
\]  

(4.1)

where \( m_z \) is the OOP magnetization, \( m_l \) and \( m_t \) are longitudinal and transverse components of
the IP magnetization with respect to the polarization of the light, and \( f_\perp \) and \( f_\parallel \) are first and
second order magneto-optical coefficients that parameterize the strength of the coupling of the
light to the OOP and the IP magnetization [137].

The current-induced magnetization dynamics can be described here by the Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation given by

\[
\partial_t \mathbf{m} = -\gamma \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} + \alpha \mathbf{m} \times \partial_t \mathbf{m}
\]  

(4.2)
where \( \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{M} / M_s \) is the magnetization unit vector normalized to the spontaneous magnetization \( M_s \), \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic constant and \( \alpha \) parameterizes the damping. The effective field terms of relevance for this section can be written as \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} \):

\[
\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} = \mathbf{H}_a + \mathbf{H}_k \mathbf{m}_z + \mathbf{H}_{\text{Oe}} + \mathbf{H}_{\text{FL}} + \mathbf{H}_{\text{DL}}
\]

(4.3)

where \( \mathbf{H}_a \) is the applied external magnetic field, \( \mathbf{H}_k \) is the effective perpendicular anisotropy field, and \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{Oe}} \) is the current-induced Oersted field. The last two terms are the spin-orbit fields, namely field-like (FL) and anti-damping-like (DL) components, with \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{FL}} = \lambda_{\text{FL}} \mathbf{j} \times \mathbf{z} \) and \( \mathbf{H}_{\text{AL}} = \lambda_{\text{AL}} (\mathbf{j} \times \mathbf{z}) \times \mathbf{m} \). Here, \( \mathbf{j} \) is the current, \( \mathbf{z} \) is the unit vector normal to the plane, and \( \lambda \)'s quantify the strength of the spin-orbit fields. Since the non-resonance current-induced dynamics (with frequency of \( \sim 10^3 \) Hz) are orders of magnitude slower than the magnetization precession frequency (\( \sim 10^9 \) Hz), it is reasonable to assume that the magnetization adiabatically follows the effective field and thus the quasi-equilibrium condition is described by \( \mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} = 0 \). Furthermore, we treat the SOT-induced non-resonance oscillation of the magnetization as a perturbation on the equilibrium condition defined by \( \mathbf{j} = 0 \).

### 4.3 Spin-orbit fields in insulating YIG/Pt.

We use the optical probe to examine a prototype magnetic-insulator/heavy-metal structure in which the magnetization of the insulator (YIG) is modulated by an in-plane current through the heavy-metal (Pt). As shown in Fig. 4.2a, the structure consists of micrometer-size 4 nm-thick Pt Hall bar device on a mm-size 50 nm-thick YIG film grown on a GGG substrate. Furthermore, the YIG exhibits in-plane magnetization. The laser is focused on a \( \sim 1 \) \( \mu \)m spot at the center of the device while the magnetic field is kept in-plane. Due to the IP magnetization, the \( \theta_K \) remains constant (zero) whereas, a pronounced current-induced \( \Delta \theta_K \) is observed. An example of \( \Delta \theta_K \) with the current density \( j_{\text{AC}} = 5 \times 10^6 \) A/cm\(^2\) is shown in Fig. 4.2b wherein
both the current and the polarization of the incident light are parallel to the field. Two distinct regimes are identified: a sharp diverging-like feature at lower fields and a broader, slow decaying component most evident at the higher fields. With this geometry, the $H_{AL}$ and $H_{FL}$ point along the OOP and IP respectively (schematics in Fig. 4.2b). Thus, ignoring the in-plane anisotropy, for the current parallel to the magnetic field ($\phi_H \approx 0^\circ$), the differential Kerr signal induced by an in-plane current reads

Fig. 4.2 Current-induced differential Kerr of insulating YIG/Pt structure. a, The structure of the device in which a micron-size 4 nm thick Pt device is fabricated on a mm-size 50 nm thick insulating YIG substrate. b, The differential Kerr angle of YIG/Pt with the magnetic field and the polarization of the incident light parallel to the current. With this geometry, the anti-
damping field drives the out-of-plane oscillation of the magnetization, whereas the field-like and Oersted fields drive the in-plane oscillation. The sharp diverging-like features at low fields corresponds to the in-plane oscillations partly driven by the field-like effective field, whereas the broader component, most evident at higher fields, corresponds to the out-of-plane oscillation driven by the anti-damping field. Equation (6) fits well to the experimental data (solid red line in b) wherein the individual contributions due to anti-damping and in-plane fields are shown in c.

\[
\Delta \theta_K = f_\perp \Delta m_z + f_\parallel \Delta (m_l m_t) = -\frac{f_\perp H_{AL}}{H_a - H_k} + \frac{f_\parallel h_\parallel \cos 2\phi_p}{H_a}
\]

(4.4)

where \( H_k < 0 \), \( \phi_p \) is the angle between the current and the polarization of the incident light, and \( h_\parallel = H_{FL} - H_{Oe} \). Both anti-damping-like and field-like effective fields contribute to the differential signal. Furthermore, the non-resonance OOP oscillation is induced by \( H_{AL} \) and competes against the \( H_k \) with a \( 1/(H_a - H_k) \) dependence, while the “free” IP oscillation is partly driven by \( H_{FL} \) and diverges at \( H_a = 0 \). Comparing with the experimental data in Fig. 4.2b, we find that the fast and the slow components are associated with the current-induced IP and OOP oscillations, respectively. The experimental data fits very well with the Eq. 4.4 (solid line in Fig. 4.2b) using the individual contributions of the IP and OOP oscillations that are demonstrated in Fig. 4.2c.

It is noted that the differential Kerr of the IP oscillation is sensitive to the polarization of the incident light, whereas the AL component is insensitive to the polarization as verified experimentally. This polarization dependence is unique to the optical probe and has no analogous counterpart in transport measurements. Figure 4.3 summarizes the polarization dependence of \( \Delta \theta_K \) at a given current density. The diverging component, corresponding to the IP reorientation, shows a strong polarization dependence with maximum and minimum at
\( \phi_p = 0^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \), respectively. On the other hand, the \( \Delta \theta_K \) at higher fields, corresponding to the \( H_{AL} \)-induced OOP oscillations, shows no obvious polarization dependence as illustrated in Fig. 4.3c. The relative amplitude of the \( h_\parallel \) vs polarization is extracted from a theoretical fit of Eq. 4.4 to the experimental data and is plotted in Fig. 4.3d. The data fits well with \( \cos 2\phi_p \) (solid line in Fig. 4.3d) as predicted by Eq. 4.4. The small shift in vertical direction might be due to possible in-plane anisotropy or higher order effects that are ignored here. These observations strongly support the attribution of the OOP and IP oscillations to the slow and the fast components of \( \Delta \theta_K \), respectively. Although in principle it is possible to extract the value of the \( H_{FL} \), here however, we expect that the \( H_{Oe} \) dominates the IP oscillation.

Fig. 4.3 Polarization dependence of the differential Kerr of YIG/Pt. a, Schematic of the measurements in which the magnetic field is parallel to the current and the polarization of the
perpendicularly incident light is varied with respect to the current. b, Comparison of the differential Kerr of YIG/Pt at lower fields for different polarizations of the light. c, Polarization dependence of $\Delta \theta_K$ at various external fields. While the differential Kerr shows sinusoidal dependence at low fields, it is insensitive to the polarization at higher fields. d, Amplitude of $\Delta \theta_K$ due to in-plane oscillations extracted from a theoretical fit of equation (6) to the experiment. The solid line in d is a theoretical fit to $\cos 2\phi_p$. The contribution of the in-plane oscillation to $\Delta \theta_K$ vanishes at $\phi_p \approx 40^\circ$.

Furthermore, it is noted that the contribution of the IP oscillation is completely suppressed at $\phi_p \approx 40^\circ$ and thus, at this polarization the signal is dominantly induced by the anti-damping field.
Fig. 4.4 Optically measured anti-damping field of YIG/Pt. a, Current dependence of the differential Kerr with the polarization of the light set to $\phi_p \approx 40^\circ$ to diminish the contribution of the in-plane oscillation. Solid red lines in a are theoretical fits of the anti-damping-induced component of equation (6) to the experimental data. b, The measured anti-damping field in YIG/Pt vs the current density through the Pt device. The solid red line in b is a linear fit to the data that yields the anti-damping coefficient $\lambda_{AL} = -(3.19 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-7} \text{ Oe/A.cm}^{-2}$.

We report the current dependence of $\Delta \theta_K$ of YIG/Pt in Fig. 4.4a with the polarization set to $\phi_p = 40^\circ$ in which evidently there is only contribution of anti-damping field. The data fits very well to the first term of Eq. 4.4 providing a quantitative measure of the $H_{AL}$. The coefficient $f_\perp$ in Eq. 4.4 is independently measured. Figure 4.4b shows the measured anti-damping effective field at various current densities demonstrating a linear dependence. The AL coefficient is extracted by a linear fit to the data resulting in $\lambda_{AL} = -(3.19 \pm 0.04) \times 10^{-7} \text{ Oe/A.cm}^{-2}$.

4.4 Thermal magnons-induced domain wall motion

The contents of this section are adapted from work originally published in Ref. [138]

In this section, we show the appeal of magnons for doing active work by showing motion of solitons in absence of any currents. A temperature gradient can drive DW motion in a magnetic insulator by a mechanism that is analogous to the conduction electron spin transfer torque (STT) mechanism in transition metal ferromagnets [139, 140]. Here, the thermally excited magnonic current $J_m$ [141] transfers its spin angular momentum to the local magnetization inside the DW, which in turn yields a spin-wave/magnonic STT [142-144]. Specifically, a total change of spin angular momentum of $2\hbar$ would be imparted by the propagating spin wave to the DW in the absence of angular momentum losses [142-146]. In addition, through observing the
amplification of spin wave excitation in the presence of a temperature gradient, Padrón-Hernández et al., have suggested that the local magnetization can be affected by magnonic STT [147].

One key feature of DW motion induced by magnonic STT is that, as a result of the continuity of spin angular momentum, the DW travels in a direction opposite to the direction of spin wave propagation, viz., from the cold region towards the hot region in the presence of a temperature gradient, as predicted theoretically [142-146, 148]. The underlying adiabatic approximation is validated as the wavelength of the thermally excited magnons (λ ~ 6 nm) is smaller than the DW width [(σdw ~ √A / KU ~ 60 nm): λ/σdw ~ 0.1] [88]. It is also conceivable that thermal phonon fluxes could contribute to DW motion in magnetic insulators, particularly due to a force exerted on a DW that is thinner than the thermal phonon wavelength. In the opposite, adiabatic limit, magnonic STT is a more natural scenario. This is confirmed by our data, in which DWs move opposite to the direction of the applied heat current.

DW dynamics in YIG in the presence of small temperature gradients can be described by substituting the Walker ansatz into the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:

\[ M_S (1 - \alpha m) \times \partial_t m + \gamma m \times H_{\text{eff}} = \gamma J_m (\partial_t m - \beta m \times \partial_x m) \]

with the effective magnetic field \( H_{\text{eff}} = (K_m m_z) \hat{z} - (2\pi M_S^2 m_z) \hat{x} + A \nabla^2 m \) [142], and magnetization vector is given by \( m = (m_x, m_y, m_z) \). Below the Walker breakdown, the DW velocity \( (v = \partial_t X) \) which is quite similar to the current driven DW motion [149], can be written as:

\[ v = -\frac{\beta}{\alpha} \frac{\gamma h}{M_S} J_m \]  

(4.4)

where \( M_S \) is the saturation magnetization, \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are dimensionless damping constants. For a given temperature gradient (\( \nabla T \)), the amplitude of \( J_m \) can be estimated.
as \( J_m = -\frac{k_B \nabla T}{6\pi^2 \lambda h \alpha} F_0 \), where \( F_0 \approx 1 \) is a coefficient arising in the kinetic theory of magnonic STT [142, 148, 150]. At room temperature (RT), the resultant DW velocity in YIG films in the presence of a temperature gradient \( \nabla T = 20 \text{ K/mm} \) can thus be estimated to be \( v = 1300 \mu \text{m/s} \) (assuming \( \alpha = \beta \)) [142]. It should be noted that magnon-magnon/phonon/disorder scatterings would lower the estimated value of the DW velocity.

4.4.1 Experimental setup and results

The magnetic systems exploited here are 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films with a perpendicular anisotropy of composition \((\text{YSmLuCa})_3(\text{FeGe})_5\text{O}_{12}\), grown by a liquid phase epitaxial technique on (111) orientated \( \text{Gd}_3\text{Ga}_5\text{O}_{12} \) (GGG) garnet substrates [88]. DW dynamics
Fig. 4.5 Experimental demonstration of DW motion driven by a temperature gradient. (a) The schematic illustration of polar MOKE microscope for DW imaging. (b) and (c) are $M$ vs. $H$ hysteresis loops measured using a MOKE magnetometer for polar and longitudinal orientations, respectively. (d) Snapshots of the position of the DW as a function of time in the cold region, and hot region (e), respectively. These sequential images demonstrate that the direction of motion of the DWs in both cold and hot regions is the same, viz., from the cold region (RT) to the hot region (RT + 45 K), with an average DW velocity of $\bar{v} = 200 \pm 5 \mu m/s$.

were monitored using a polar MOKE microscope [99]. The damping factor was estimated to be $\alpha \approx 0.0075$. Temperature gradients ($\mathbf{\nabla}T$) were generated by a Peltier Cooler, as confirmed by real time monitoring the resistances of Pt stripes (width 10 $\mu m$, thickness 15 nm). Good thermal contact was made by using silver epoxy. It is noted that the temperature gradient produced by the on-chip Joule heating should be avoided in YIG films: (a) a magnetic field gradient [88]; (b) spin waves excited by spin Hall effect (Pt, Ta in particular) [35]; and (c) an inhomogeneous temperature gradient [151-153].

Figure 4.5(a) is a schematic illustration of the experimental setup. Temperature gradients of various magnitudes ($\mathbf{\nabla}T$) were applied along the $x$ direction, as depicted. During the experiments, the sample is initially saturated ($H = 300$ Oe) and then decreased to a constant magnetic field ($H = 60$ Oe) that is applied normal to the sample plane in the $z$ direction. The above geometry is kept throughout this report. Figures 4.5(b) and 4.5(c) display MOKE hysteresis loops measured with the magnetic field perpendicular/parallel to the plane of the YIG film, which confirm that the easy axis is normal to the film plane [88]. These data reveal that the out-of-plane saturation field is approximately 135 Oe, whereas the in-plane saturation field is $\sim 1750$ Oe; the saturation
magnetization $M_s = 84$ emu/cm$^3$, and $K_U = 610$ J/m$^3$ was determined using a SQUID magnetometer.

A polar MOKE microscope was subsequently used to experimentally visualize the time resolved DW motion driven by the temperature gradient. Sequential images are shown for the cold side in Figure 4.5(d1-e4) and for the hot side in Figure 4.5(e1-e4) in the presence of a temperature gradient ($\nabla T = 22.5$ K/mm). It is evident from the above sequential images, the DW moves from the cold region towards the hot region. During this process, the DW shape remains approximately unchanged, at least within the measurement limit of the MOKE microscope. These experimental results share qualitative features with the corresponding theoretical prediction based on magnonic STT [142-144, 146]; i.e., the DW moves from the cold side towards the hotter region in the presence of a temperature gradient.

An important characteristic of the temperature gradient induced DW motion in the present system is that it behaves discontinuously. Specifically, an avalanche like behavior is observed that differs from its counterpart produced by either a magnetic field, or an electric current [139, 140], as well as the corresponding simulation [144]. The occurrence of this avalanche-like behavior is typically related to the Barkhausen effect [99], viz., a sudden change in the size or orientation of magnetic domains. The physical origin of the above jerky behavior lies in the competition between the driving force generated by the magnonic STT and the pinning force produced by defects/impurities (not considered in the corresponding simulation results [144]). It is noted that the average DW velocity $\bar{v}$ is defined in terms of the total DW displacement ($X(t)$) divided by the time when a Barkhausen avalanche occurs ($t_1$) (i.e., in the time frame where the motion occurs), rather than the total imaging period ($t$) in order to minimize the scattering in $\bar{v}$ values due to the Barkhausen effect.
Fig. 4.6 Dependence of DW motion on the negative direction of the temperature gradient. Applying the same positive bias magnetic field \( H = +60 \text{ Oe} \) as used in Figure 1, with the temperature gradient orientation reversed (\( \nabla T = -22.5 \text{ K/mm} \)); again, the direction of motion is preserved, \( i.e., \) from the cold end towards the hot end, with an average DW velocity of \( \bar{v} = 185 \pm 5 \mu\text{m/s} \).

For the temperature gradient \( \nabla T = 20 \text{ K/mm} \), one realizes that the measured DW velocity \( \bar{v} \approx 200 \pm 5 \mu\text{m/s} \) is about the same order compared to the simulation based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation of motion \( \bar{v} = 1000 \mu\text{m/s} \) (which is however, made based on the damping constant of 1) [144], and the theoretical estimation given previously \( \bar{v} = 1300 \mu\text{m/s} \). The above differences between simulation and experiment may originate from: (a) magnon-magnon/phonon/disorder momentum scatterings [142, 148]; and (b) the precise value of the ratio \( \beta/\alpha \) is, furthermore, unknown at present for YIG [142].

When a negative temperature gradient \( \nabla T = -22.5 \text{ K/mm} \) was applied by reversing the input voltage into Peltier cooler, the direction of magnon propagation is opposite as compared to the positive \( \nabla T \). The direction of DW motion however, remains the same, \( \text{i.e.,} \) from the cold
region towards the hot region, in accordance with theory [142-144], as evident in Figure 4.6. By analyzing the DW dynamics depicted in Figure 4.6, one finds that the average DW velocity ($\bar{v} = 185 \pm 5 \, \mu m/s$) is smaller than the DW motion displayed in Figures 4.5. The above observation is consistent with the current driven DW motion in transition metal ferromagnets in which the direction of motion is opposite to the injected current.

4.4.2 “Nonlocal geometry”: a consistency check for magnon-driven motion

As the thermally excited magnon propagates from the hot side towards the cold side, it also penetrates into the cold side which is set at a constant temperature (namely, on top of thermal bath, which is marked region III in Figure 3 (a)) [148, 154]. As a result, in the region of constant temperature that is however, away from the region with the temperature gradient (region
Fig. 4.7 Observation of DW motion due to the decay of magnonic current that is associated with the decay of magnonic temperature bias. Figure (a) is the schematic demonstration of DW motion due to the decaying magnonic current in region (III) of constant temperature (RT), which is away from region (II) with a temperature gradient. In such a region (~ 0.4 mm away from a temperature gradient $\nabla T = 22.5$ K/mm), the decaying magnonic current induced DW motion is evident with an estimated velocity of $\bar{v} = 90 \pm 5$ μm/s, shown in Figures 3 (b)-(e). The evolution of the DW velocity as a function of distance to the temperature gradient is shown in Figure 3 (f) which can be empirically fitted by using $v = v_0 e^{-x/L_0}$ with characteristic length $L_0 \approx 1$ mm.
II) as depicted in Figure 4.7 (a), the thermodynamic force due to the DW energy gradient is consequently minimized [155-158], and the predominant force can be attributed to the magnonic STT that results from the (decaying) magnonic current which is associated with the decay of magnonic temperature, as suggested in other SSE experiments [154]. In such a region (~ 0.4 mm away from a temperature gradient \( \nabla T = 22.5 \text{ K/mm} \), as III in Figure 4.7 (a)), the decaying magnonic current-induced DW motion is clearly revealed with an average velocity of \( \bar{v} = 90 \pm 5 \mu\text{m/s} \), shown in Figures 4.7 (b)-(e). Note that the constant temperature \( (RT \pm 0.2 \text{ K}) \) in this region (III) is confirmed by measuring the resistance of several Pt stripes. Figure 4.7 (f) clearly shows that the measured DW velocity as a function of the distance to region II with a temperature gradient \( (\nabla T = 22.5 \text{ K/mm}) \) exhibits an exponential decay function. Such a decay function can be empirically fitted by using \( v = v_0 e^{-L/L_0} \), where \( v_0 \) is the DW velocity in the region with a temperature gradient (marked as II in Figure 4.7 (a)), \( v \) is the DW velocity at varying distance \( (L) \) on top of the heat bath; the characteristic length \( L_0 \approx 1 \text{ mm} \) is related to the thermalization length of magnons in YIG, which is a collective quantity determined by magnon-phonon and magnon-magnon interaction [148]. The same length scale perhaps governs spatial characteristics of the SSE [141]. This experiment also serves as evidence in support of the difference between magnon and phonon thermal distributions, as suggested by other SSE experiments [154]. The above experiment, which is non-local in nature, can also be extended to metallic systems to avoid the inhomogeneous temperature gradient created by Joule heating [151].

The evolution of DW motion under different temperature gradients was also studied. Selected images are shown in Figure 4.8. Clearly, the average DW velocity monotonically
decreases as the applied temperature gradient decreases (in the temperature gradient range \(5 \text{ K/mm} < \nabla T < 22.5 \text{ K/mm}\)). This behavior is expected as a consequence of the decreasing

Fig. 4.8 Evolutionary demonstration of DW motion under varying temperature gradients. In the presence of the progressively decreasing temperature gradient, one clearly sees that the overall DW displacements decrease and the time intervals spent in traveling increase. These images together yield the decreasing average DW velocity. Here the corresponding temperature gradients for each measurement are (a) \(\nabla T = 18.5 \text{ K/mm}\), (b) \(\nabla T = 15 \text{ K/mm}\), (c) \(\nabla T = 11.5 \text{ K/mm}\), (d) \(\nabla T = 8.5 \text{ K/mm}\), and (e) \(\nabla T = 5 \text{ K/mm}\).

(average) magnitudes of the excited magnons accompanied with the decreasing applied temperature gradient, which in turn limits the absorbed spin angular momentum. Dependence of \(\bar{\nu}\) v.s. \(\nabla T\) is displayed in Figure 4.9, which exhibits two distinct features. For \(5 \text{ K/mm} < \nabla T < 22.5 \text{ K/mm}\), an approximately linear function is evident; while for \(\nabla T < 5 \text{ K/mm}\), \(\bar{\nu} = 0\). Specifically, these results reveal the existence of a threshold temperature gradient \(\nabla T_{\text{th}} (> 5 \text{ K/mm})\), i.e., a minimal temperature gradient required to overcome the energy barrier, which is again, consistent with the threshold electrical current density \(J_{\text{th}}\) in current driven DW motion. It should be noted that the threshold temperature gradient \(\nabla T_{\text{th}}\) is approximately the same over the 2 mm spacing between the cold and hot sides.
Fig. 4.9 Average DW velocity dependence on temperature gradient. The plot of $\bar{v}$ versus $\nabla T$ manifests the existence of a threshold temperature gradient $\nabla T_{th} \approx 5$ K/mm. Here, $\bar{v}$ is an approximately linear function in the temperature range of $5$ K/mm $< \nabla T < 22.5$ K/mm, $-22.5$ K/mm $< \nabla T < -5$ K/mm, and in the range of $-5$ K/mm $< \nabla T < 5$ K/mm, $\bar{v}$ is zero.

4.5 Comparison between metallic and insulating system

First focusing on SOTs, the magnitude of $\lambda_{AL}$ in YIG/Pt is nearly one order of magnitude smaller than that of metallic Ta/CoFeB/MgO. One should note however that the 50 nm-thick YIG is substantially thicker than the 1.1 nm-thick CoFeB. Furthermore, the spin transmission efficiency at the YIG/Pt interface could be as small as 0.15 [159]. A more quantitative comparison can be obtained by noting $\lambda_{AL} \sim T \theta_{SH}/(t_{FM} M_S)$ in which $\theta_{SH}$ is the spin-Hall angle of the heavy-metal, $t_{FM}$ is the thickness of the magnetic layer and $T$ characterizes the effective spin transmission at the interface of heavy-metal and magnetic layer. Using the experimentally measured $\lambda_{AL}$ for YIG/Pt and Ta/CoFeB/MgO, we obtain $(T \theta_{SH})_{YIG/Pt} / (T \theta_{SH})_{Ta/CoFeB} = 0.78$.  
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Here we used $M_s$ of 75 $emu/cm^3$ and 700 $emu/cm^3$ for YIG and CoFeB, respectively. Overall, our data suggest that the anti-damping field in YIG/Pt is relatively large and can potentially be used to switch the magnetization by reducing the thickness and perhaps the lateral dimensions of the YIG, as well as using materials with higher spin-Hall angle such as topological insulators. YIG has attracted much attention for investigating the physics of magnonics and related phenomena due to its small damping. Due to the experimental limitations inherent in the transport techniques, very limited efforts have been reported to quantify the strength of the SOTs in YIG-based structures and spintronic devices. Very few examples found in the literature have employed indirect approaches either through the inverse spin-Hall effect or resonance of a dipole-coupled magnetic AFM tip for devices with a very specific geometry and thickness [159]. The optical measurements; however, overcome these problems and provide a direct measure of the spin-orbit fields in virtually any magnetic insulator structures.

Similarly, for solitons, a comparison with electrical current driven DW motion in metallic systems can also be made. The threshold current density in metallic systems $J_e$ is typically $10^{11}$ - $10^{12}$ A/m², with the accompanied Joule heating resulting in a local temperature increase up to 600-1000 K [139, 160]. In contrast, simply by applying a small temperature gradient ($\nabla T > 5$ K/mm) to a magnetic insulator YIG, we have observed pronounced DW motion.
CHAPTER 5: Conclusions

There have been several occasions in the past where the end of CMOS era has been predicted and successfully averted by the innovations in engineering community, pushing the limits of miniaturization to unimaginable extent. However, now it has become clear that this race towards shrinking devices is having adverse effects in terms of power wastage. In Chapter 1 this problem was highlighted as the prime reason for a shift towards need for low power consumption devices. At the extremely small scale of devices, the major reason for wastage in charge-based devices turns out to be “leakage-induced” standby power. This is where the magnet-based devices provide a significant advantage. As was known from quite a long time from storage industry, magnets can keep “information” intact for several tens of years, thus requiring zero standby power.

Motivated by this fact the field of spintronics was introduced in Chapter 1, where the main goal is to control magnets electrically so that computational devices can be constructed out of magnets. Several mechanisms for electrical control of magnets were introduced which can broadly be classified into two categories: (a) devices which electrically control the critical temperature at which a material remains magnetic, example being charge carrier controlled magnetism in doped magnetic semiconductors and interface charge controlled Curie temperature in metallic thin ferromagnets. (b) Exchanging angular momentum with magnets and hence applying so called spin-torque on the magnets. Focusing on the mechanism (b) in this thesis, we then introduced more “traditional” and popular way of exchanging angular momentum with the help of another magnet (known as polarizer). This method has already resulted in commercial products in the form of spin transfer torque magnetic random access memory. However, the
major issue remaining for this method to be a viable electrical scheme for low power consumption devices is to reduce the dynamic power consumption, which currently is at least two orders of magnitude larger than CMOS based devices. The reason for such large dynamic power is the limitation on the amount of spin-current being generated for a given charge current by polarizers as characterized by the so-called polarization factor $P < 1$.

A new method of exchanging angular momentum, utilizing orbital degrees of freedom, was then introduced which is free from the limitation of $P < 1$. Spin-orbit interaction provides the necessary tool that translates between orbital (controlled electrically) and spin (causing magnetism) degrees of freedom, whose origin lies in relativistic effects pronounced in heavy elements. This new way of exchanging angular momentum results in electrical torques on magnets referred to as the spin-orbit torques (SOT), opening a new field on electrical manipulation of magnets known as spin-orbitronics. Based purely on a symmetry-based phenomenology, all possible effect of spin-orbit interaction was then discussed in material systems with engineered asymmetries and high spin-orbit interaction.

Prior to this thesis a reduction in currents by an order of magnitude for switching of magnets, when compared to spin transfer from polarizers, was already demonstrated showing the promise of spin-orbitronics for low power consumption devices. In Chapter 2 we further reduced this power consumption by discovery of novel spin-orbit torques in systems with lateral asymmetry and topological-insulator-based magnets. First focusing on switching of perpendicular magnets (which are desirable for higher density) we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a strategy for removing unwanted external magnetic fields required to switch the magnets by SOT. Next, taking advantage of the fact that the efficiency of SOT is not limited by $P < 1$, and high spin-orbit coupling in topological insulators we demonstrated 1000 times more
efficient SOT in magnetically doped topological insulators. Future challenge in this topic is to observe such large SOT at room temperature which can possibly be achieved by marrying topological insulators with magnetic insulators.

In Chapter 3, we showed that SOT can, apart from providing a means to switch magnets, also create and manipulate magnetic particles known as solitons. These magnetic solitons carry useful information which can be read electrically and has been proposed to construct memory and logic devices. The efficiency of SOT thus provides a low energy route to electrically control them. To this end, we demonstrate experimentally for the first time creation and motion of a magnetic particle known as skyrmion bubble at room temperature, which has been proposed to have the advantage of being able to depin from impurities at very low current densities. Such structures are encouraged by combination of two spin-orbitronic effects: SOT from inhomogeneous current and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) favoring monochiral structures. The inhomogeneous SOT helps in expansion of stripe domain which breaks into bubbles much like how bubbles can be blown out of thin soap films, while, DMI stabilizes a single chirality providing a topological barrier to overcome and thus resulting in the interesting properties observed for skyrmions. Next, we went beyond current control by combining it with the more energy efficient voltage-induced SOT to show functionalities beyond simple motion of skyrmions, demonstrating theoretically skyrmion-based transistor and multiplexers. The role of voltage-induced SOT was to guide the skyrmion along desired trajectories by designing electrical energy landscape for the bubbles. Future directions in this field would involve a thorough study of scaling and method to increase the strength of DMI to make smaller bubbles for higher density and lower pinning.
Finally we devised a theoretical scheme to completely remove the need for current, and hence the associated wastage of energy via Joule heating, by showing a scheme for motion of domain wall soliton purely by voltage-induced SOT. This was achieved by change in the internal structure of domain wall caused by voltage-induced SOT which resulted in a non-zero force and hence motion of a domain wall soliton. Along the same line of removing the use of charge currents in transportation of spin-information, via the so-called “pure” spin currents carried by spin-waves (or its elementary excitation called magnons), the advantage of SOT was highlighted in Chapter 4 for inducing magnetization dynamics even in magnetic insulators. We devised an optical scheme providing a direct quantitative measurement of SOT in YIG/Pt bilayer structures. It was found that the SOT in insulators is as efficient as in metallic system. Moreover, as a proof of principle for all magnonic devices, we demonstrated that this pure spin current carried by magnons can result in non-zero torque pushing magnetic soliton in the absence of charge currents.
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